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ABSTRACT 

Interest in the relevence of popular music study to musicology began in the early 

twentieth century with Theodore Adorno's seminai article "On Popular Music" of 1 94 1 . 

Since then, a posmiodem idealism of the twentieth century makes possible the study of 

popuiar music. In ways similar to the analysis of composers like Cage or Boulez, a 

postmodem approach allows for the consideration of extra-musical elements like timbre 

or cultural influences that play a larger role in popular music than in art music. Given the 

plurality of musics that are extant, ethnomusicological practices such as cultural studies 

combineci with musical analysis transfers easily to the study of popular music. As 

structuralist and formalist boudaries became more fluid, rnusicologists brancheci out into 

areas that were once outside the scope of traditional musicology. 
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INTRODUCTION 

There has been a commody held misconception that popular culture largely 

consists of art, music, and literature that is of an inférior quality when compareci to the 

"ciassical* idcals established by the grcat artists, wmposers, and authors of the past. In 

fact, a kind of "lowest cornmon denominatof' mentality seems to exist among those who 

-te and manufacture popular culture. What this means is that success in the popular 

culture world comes h m  a debasing of traditional classical art forms to an extent that 

any inteliectual aspect has been circumscribed in favour of the unimaginative, trite, and 

juvede. While in some instances this may be tme, painting popular culture with such a 

wide bru& ignores tnic creative output and UIlfairIy dismisses those artists whose 

contribution is indeed significant. 

Classical figures of the pst, such as Shakespeare, Michelangelo, and Beethoven, 

have traditionally held a position of permanence in the academy, though outside the 

academy their standing has k e n  chdenged if not increasingly eroded by mas  media and 

popdar culture. At the same t he ,  the study of popular culture is now a valid academic 

pwsuit, and it has been validated through means that are identical to those that helped 

canonize ''greatness" in the classical fields, namely analysis. This thesis wil critically 

examine various methods of pqular music analysis. Chapter One will review the 

literature devoted to popular music analysis including musicological, cultural, and 

sociological studies. An ovewiew of the many face& of study will be presented 4th 

critical arguments within the fields king examinecl. Chapter Two wili look at the issue of 

scores and transcriptions with regard to popular music in general and analysis in 



particulm. As well, trade magazines will be examined with regard ta transcriptions. 

Findy, Chapter Three presents several case studies. 

8 8 *  

Popular music is not a phenomenon limited to the twentieth cenairy. In Europe 

during the nineteenth century, the burgeoning "micide class" of society showed an 

increased interest in music of al1 types. Transcriptions of orchestral works, instrumentais, 

and songs were readily available for the consumer and attained "popular" status, at the 

same tirne, these works rapidly became canonized as "great" and worthy. Nineteenth- 

century analysis of popuiar music, such as certain art songs, Vohlieder, and 

transcriptions of arias and orchestrai music that were available for the public, becarne a 

determinhg factor in what constitutd L C g d  in the public aesthetic and the creativity 

and quaiity of both the composer and the composition. In other words, if a musical work 

was dtemed to be worthy of study at the academic level and could withstand the biopsy 

of analysis, then it followed that the work must have some element of credibility or 

quality. Nevertheless, the "lowest cornmon cienorninator" phenomenon existed then as 

well, and it was with dismay that composer, critic, and musicologist Robert Schumann 

looked upon the works of many of his contemporaries and the collective aesthetic of the 

conswing public.' He f o d  an informai group of like-minded niends and 

acquaintances who could discuss and critique the music that they d e e d  worthy both of 

study and performance. His journal, the N w e  Zèitschrl~fw Musik combined a personal 

aesthetic with scholarly cnticism that has e n d u d  to the present day. 

Transcriptions or instrument-specific worics continued their reign as the primary 

musical commodity available for the public until the early twentieth century. Up to this 



time, the music that was heard may have been considered popular, but the overall s h  of 

the audience was propotionately and considerably smaller. In North Amenca, early 

twentieth-centuxy technologid sdvances such as wireless broadcasting and the advent of 

recording equipment enabled popular music to reach a larger demographic and 

consuming base, and popular music became a lucrative business for publishers, rewrding 

studios, record labels, and radio stations. The T i P a n  Alley songs of composers like 

Hoagy Cadchael, Irving Berlin, Fats Waller, dong with jazz and an almost unending 

well of folk songs, both traditional and newly composed, rapidly subsumed art music as 

the a prion' choice for the consumer. As the recordhg and broadcasting industries 

evolved technologically, popuiar music became more definecl by what was heard on the 

radio and at the same time played by the musicians. The idea of the "hit song" was bom, 

and many musicians and songwritem gained notoriety and fame soleiy on the success of 

their work as it was broadcasted or sold through recordings and transcriptions. 

Adorno and Populir Music Study 

In 1941, Thdore! Adomo published an essay titled ''ûn Popular Music." 

Possibly the first serious study devoted specificaily to popular music, Adomo began the 

scholarly excursion into the world of popular culture that has continued to the present. 

Considered a Eeminal article in popular music study, Adorno's essay has o h  k e n  cited 

in the writings of many contemporary musicologists and o h  who deal primarily with 

popular culture and music. The disparity between art music or "serious" and tbat which is 

deemd "popular" is dehed  by Adorno as existing in two spheres of music. In other 

words, art music exists in its own reah with paxticular conventions and techniques, and 

' Sa: Lron Plmiingo, Schumann <u Critic (New York: Da Capo Press, 1976). 



popular music inhabits a similar but decidedly difiernt one. According to Adorno. this 

division occumd in Europe long before the twentieth-century idea of Amencan popdm 

music arose.' The definition and delineation of popular music even in Adorno's day was 

one of derision and neglect by the acadernic community. 

It is Adorno's contention that the relation of popular music to serious music can 

only be amived et by strict attention to the nindamental characteristic of popular music: 

standatdization. The whole stnicture of popular music is standardid, h m  the 

smictudiy defhing foms like the 12-bar blues or 32-bar AABA pop song; to the range, 

generally no more than a &th; and the harmonic vocabulary, lyric content, and song 

b'characte~." This guarantees that regadess of what aberrations OCCWT the hit wiU lead 

back to the farniliar and nothing novel will be intrc~luced.~ Structurai standardization 

occm in art music as well. though the parameters of style are much more flexible than 

popdar music. Sonata principle, the primary %erious" compositionai devin for ~ W O  

hundred years, allows for flexibility and evolution. The recurrence of themes dong with 

variation is an integral r h d c a l  componcnt of classicai composition. For example. 

Beethoven's late string quartets expand the boundaries and straegies of forrn in a mamer 

dissimilar to popular music. 

The details of popular music are also standardized and have their own unique 

vocabulary of descriptive ternis such as lick, rif/; and The standardization of detail 

diff- h m  the structural fkameworic in that it is not overt like the latter but hidden 

beneath a veneer of "effe~ts'~ that are handled and visible ody by the experts, however 

T h d o r e  Adorno, "On Popular Music," in Un Record: Rock Pop. a d  the Wiitfen Word edited by 
Simon Frith and A n d m  Godwin (New York: Random House, 1990): 30 1.  
' ïbid., 302. 
4 Sec the glossary for a definition of these tcrms and others. 



open this secret may be to musicians generally.' These " e f f i  amount to an 

intangibility in successlul popular songs that is regardeci as the Gestalt of the work: a 

sometimes mysterious ability of songwriters aad producers to -te a piece of music thst 

appeals on a universal sale o h  across nicial, gender, and culturai boundaries. In some 

ways, the popular music of Adorno's time, jazz, Tin-Pan Ailey, and big-band music, may 

offer more variation of ueffects" on a harmonie level than contempotary popular music. 

As recording technology evolved, it dictated a shift h m  purely musical or harmonic 

"effects" to techniques applied during the recording process, which constitute "effects" in 

the strictest sense. Appearing concurrently, the harmonic vocabulary coupled with the 

technological elements, dong with the intangible element mates  the popuiar music of 

the present day. 

It is aiso Adorno's contention that the contrasting character of standardization on 

the whole and the part provides a preiiminary setting for the listener. The primary effect 

of this relation between the h e w o r k  and the detail is that the listener becomes prone to 

evince stronger reactions to the part than to the wh01c.~ In other words, specific fhgments 

of the song becorne the focal point for the listener. Rather than necessitahg a knowledge 

of sonata principle so that retwning themes are recognized and expected, the miniscule 

becomes more important. The hook attains primacy over other elements in populat Song 

and thereby focuses the listener's attention and foms the aesthetic choice. Despite the 

fact that Adomo's essay deals with the popular music of the early twentieth century, he 

-- 

' nie use of  the tcrm ueffects* should not be am&& with technologid devias employcd by popular 
musicians or rccording studios, rathcr it refers to thost hannonic, melodic, and effective devices prcsent in 
popular music. Similarly, these "effectsl* are availablc to al1 songwritets and musicians, but some have the 
innate ability to mcmorablc works widely dissmiinated to the public white others languish in relative 
obscurity or limited geographical popularity. 

Ibid. 



laid the groundwork for the definition and validation of popular music study that m a i n s  

a part of any scholarly exmination of popular music and culture. 

Validatiag Popular Music halysis  

Notwithstanding the intellectual study of popular music, much of what is deemed 

"popular" is stil l  regardeci as inf&or by the "serious music" community. It has taken well 

over fie years for pcpular music genres such as rock, blues, rhythm and blues, and 

country to be accepted as valid for study. Many of the artists who attained immense 

popularity througti the laiter half of the twentieth caitwy, like the Beatles. Rolhg  

Stones, and Jimi Hendrix, have since been lauded as pioneers and great influences, and 

have had their artistic merit validateci simply by the passage of time. Classical music long 

ago ceded economic primacy to pop; but for the fïrst time in a century, it has lost its 

symbolic or rinialistic power to define hierarchies of taste with the larger cul-.' 

Using traditional musicological analytical techniques to study popular music cm 

be problematic at best. Whiie it is mie that the common link between classical and 

popular music is the musical language, removing popular music fiom its cultuml place 

distorts the inherent meaning and affect that provides both the gmesis for composition 

and the aesthetic element. Because popular music exists on a different plane than 

classical, namely in a recorded medium rather than manuscript or score, the cultural 

aspect cannot be ignored in the sarne manner as a Josquin motet or Vivaldi concerto. 

Popular music is inextricably tied to culture and any divorcing of the two yields a skewed 

vision of what the actual meaning and purpose of the music is. For exemple, culturai 

aspects of the late 1960s such as the Vietnam war, civil liberty demonstrattions, and 



women's rights provideci the impeais for many popular music compositions of the tirne, 

and any attempt at analysis that does not take into account those cultural values would 

result in an unsatisfactory revealing of the music's affect or purpose. 

Popuiar music anaiysis can talce many fonns and it is with this in mind that an 

exploration of the various rnethods end techniques behg used can illutninate the validity 

of the music and its cultural and historical purpose. The canon of popuiar music 

performance is becoming intertwined with the canon of analysis, one serving to f d  the 

other, and through this convergence the value, cdb i i i ty ,  and aesthetic of popular music 

becomes bovh a criticai choice for the analyst and validation for the listener. 

' Robert Fink, "Elvis Evcywhcrc: Musicology and Popular Music Studics at the Twilight of the Canon," 
Amencmi Muric 16/2 (1998): 139. 



CHAPTER ONE: 
Litenturt Rcview 

Writing about music is like dancing about architecture 

Elvis Costello's statement is as much an expression of anaiytical fear as a clever 

quip, a repetition of that age-old musician's axiom, "It means what ever it means." In the 

end this is a philosophical cop-out. Pertiaps he does not want his music pigeon-holed into 

an analytic box that might not reflect exactly what he intended Or is he saying writing 

about music is difficult, as difficult as dancing about architecture? Whatever his mesning, 

he manages to diminish at once the discipline of musical analysis, and whaî Costcllo's 

statement ignores as well, is the rising number of popular music analyses that are now 

common in the disciplines of musicology, sociology, cultural studies, and history. Can 

the same be said for architectural dancing? 

The study of popular music is practiced with differing analytical methods al1 

aiming for the same thing: an accurate verbal explanation of the intrinsic and inherent 

musical and cultural affects. These explanations take various forms and result fkom 

popular music study king an interdisciplinary affair, Initiaily, musicology lagged behind 

otfier disciplines when the analysis of popular music first becarne a concern in the 

academic arena Given the relatively simple hannonic progressions found in most popular 

music and its cultivation by teens, musicoiogi~ and theonsts chose not to explain, in 

conventional musicological and theoretical methodologies, the "hows," %haîs," and 

"whys" of popular music's afktive purpose. niere is not a lot to be said, harmonically 

' QWtCd in T h d o m  Gracyk, Rhyfhm d Noise: An Aestktics of Roc:& (Durbm: Duk. University Pnss, 
19%): vii. 



speaking, of a song like Bob Dylan's "Al1 Along the Watchtower:" three chords, Am-G- 

F, continuously cycle until ail five strophes have been sung. The hannonic simplicity 

results in the primary -ive component lying outside the parameters of the 

musicologist's primary focus-the music itself. 

Inevitably, musicology had to draw on other disciplines in order to keep the 

popular music analysis boat afloat. The musicologist is thus at a sirnuitaneous advantage 

and disadvantage. n i e  advantage is that sociological research can be drawn upon; the 

disadvantage is that musicologid "content analysis" in the field of popular music is still 

an underdeveloped area and, as Philip Tagg notes, "something of a misshg ~inlc."~ 

Somewhere the analytical bones of the missing link will reveal, to musiwlogists' relief, 

what they had been searching for. 

Begianings 

It should not be assurned that musicoiogical anaiysis of popular music is 

something either rattfied or different h m  traditional musicology. Popular music 

analysis is part of the "new musicology" that emerged in the latter half of the twentieth 

centuy and is enjoined with other musicological studies that focus on gender, sexuality, 

and culture. New musicology is part of a decade-long general disciplinary crisis within 

the acadcrnic study of music.3 As noted by F M :  "A New Musicologist looks at 

institutiondized musicology fiPm the inside the way popular music scholars have always 

looked at it h m  the ourside: with a certain idwlogical suspicion." Furthemore, this rift 

Philip Tagg, "Analyshg Popular Music: k r y ,  Method, and Practice," in Reading Pop: Appmaches to 
T ' I A d y s i s  in PopUlm Mirsic, cd. by Richard Middlcton (Oxford: Mord  Univmity Press, 2000): 74. 

Robert Fink '4Elvis Everywhm: Musiodogy and Popular Music Studia P thc Twiiight of the Canon," 
Amen'can MWc 16/2 (1998): 137. 
' Ibid. 
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h e m  traditional musicology and new musicology is a resuît of a generational split, 

and the field of rock d y s i s  is a d l y  quite revealing of the musicological "cnsis." As 

the older generation of scholars retires and are replacecl by a younger generation raised on 

the music of the Beatles, Rolliag Stones, and Led Zeppelin, a change in the basic 

ideologies of the discipline of musicoIogy was inevitable. New musicologists are keenly 

aware of the ancillary aspects of popilar music that blend with the music itself to -te 

its affective purpose. in a sense, it is musicology's attempt to reclaim territory that once 

was held as its exclusive domain. Popular music's quixotic existence as bath an object 

that requires a specific vocabulary for analysis (the music) and a more generalized 

vocabulary (the text) puts analysis squarely between the two. At the risk of alienating 

those who do not understand the intricacies of mwic harmony, the musicologist m u t  

m e h o w  wrap his or her analysis in language that can be understwd by both "educated" 

readers and "uneducated" ones. As noted by Robert Walser and Susan McClary: 

Though the point has often been made, it is d l  easy to forget 
that music is an especially resistant medium to write or speak about. 
While it docs sharc with speech both sound and a mode of praducing 
meaning that unfolds through time, most other aspects of music diffkr 
w n s i d d y  h m  the patterns of vabal ~ a n ~ u a ~ e . ~  

Walser and McClary were writing a decade ago and since then popular music 

analysis, as far as musicology is concemed, has been trying to find a "home" somewhere 

in traditional musiwlogy. Beginning in the 1970s' W i l M  Mellers' Twilight of the Go&: 

The Beatles in Retrospct (1973) employed traditional techniques for analysis, and 

Mellers felt that these meuiods contributeci and were nccessary for a serious discussion 

about the Beatles. In the introduction Mellers tecognizes the need for discourse about the 



music: ". . . for there is no vaiid way of talking about îhe experiential 'effea~' of music 

except by starriag h m  an acaunt  of whaî actuaily happeas in musicai technique, the 

terminology for Orch  has beai evolved by professional musiciam over some 

centuriesfl M e l k  goes on to examine the music of the Beatles usiag the traditional 

musicologid tool of harmonic aualysis, aibeit witbout any refmnce to other elements 

such as timbre. But by saying, "It foilows that my commentary can be NIly intelligible 

only in relationship to the sound of the music; the book shouM k a 'companion' to the 

playing of the discs,'" Meilers recognizes the difficulties in tramminia& in written fonn, 

the aura1 elements of the music. 

Perhaps even more than art music, popular music is dependent upon timbre as a 

dennitive aspect of the music's affective abiiity. Meiler's analyses then become, as he 

suites, a "companion" to the playing of the discs. Because Mellers' background is moted 

in the traditions and conventions of art music, he attempts to express characteristics in the 

Beatles' music as though he were speakuig of a Beethoven sonata or a Mozart symphony. 

He describes one component of "A Hard Day's Night" as a mutually exclusive 

relationship between k d o m  and experience that: ". . . is incarnate in the music: which 

begins apparently in C major, though the opening sustained chord is anestingly a 

dominant ninth of F, and the C major trials at the b e g ' i g  of the tune sowid more like 

dominants in F than tonics in c . , ~  Mellers' analyses are about the music and he qualifies 

this focus by stating: "This has been a book about Beatle songs-verse and music: about 

' Robert Walser and Susan McCIpry, "Start Making Smsc!: Musiwlogy W d e s  Wiih Rock," in On 
Record: Rock Pop, d the W d e n  Word. cd. by Simon Frith and Andhw Goodwb (New York: Random 
House, 1990): 278. 

W i l W  MeIlen, Twilight of the Gods: ï k  BeatIes in Reharpeci (London: Faber and Faber, 1973): 15. 
' Ibid. 
' Md.. 43. 



which little has been written. About the Beatles as a social phenomenon many thousin& 

of words have kai uüemd, and I donPt propose to add many to th-" It is clear h m  

Mellers' m e n t  that popular music war being examincd h m  a sociological view long 

before musiwlogy had begun to study popular music and MeMers saw no reason to 

include sociological aspects in his analyses because the work had already been done. 

However, to Metiers' crcdit, he saw the need to deal with the music as music and not 

some culturai phenomenon or cxpericncc. 

Despite the subject of his analyses, Meiim' book is indebted to the traditional 

musicologid view of the "great composer" who in tum is responsible for the "great 

musicw that hss become an integrai part of the academic canon. Even before one word is 

uttered about the music, MeIlers deifies the Beatles with the Wagnerian title: Twjlighr of 

the Go& Ihe Beatles in Rmmpect. This wouid suggest thai the Beatles, like Mozart, 

Haydn, and Beethoven, are in some way "gteat mastem'' of their compositional milieu, 

and coming h m  Mellers, who is more well hown for his classical music analysis and 

criticism, a degree of seriousness or credibility becornes attacheci to the music. But his 

exclusive use of traditional musicology has since been criticized. John Shepard notes: 

"The musical terminology to which Mellers refers, . . . has been evolved by music 

theonsts with the specific aim of analysing fùnctional tonal music . . . . It has not been 

evolved for the purpose of analysing popular music in tenns of categories immanent to 

the music it~elf"'~ 

Ibid, 183. 
1 O John Shcpatd, "A Theornicd Modcl for the Sociornusicological Analysis of Popular Musics," in 
Populm W c  2: Theos, a d  fit- cd. by Richard Middlaon and David Hom (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1982): 147. 



For Shepard, the ucategories immanent to the music itself" play no part in 

telegraphing the "whys" of popular music's &kt. On the other hand, they do explain the 

"hows," albeit speculativcly. And they can be myopic, ignoring the aspects of the music 

that the "uneducated" listener fin& most appealing. Clearlly, exclusively employing 

analytical tools that were designed for "serious" music poses some difficuities for some 

scholars. Indeed, the ubiquity of popular music presents more facets to analysis than can 

be explained by harmonic fiinction alone, but stating, as Shepard does, that "it has not 

evolved for the purpose of analyshg popular music" strips the musicofogist of an 

analytical component that is integral to the object of analysis, the music itself. At a basic 

harmonic level, both popular and art music share a common musical vocabulary that 

lends itself to d y s i s  by h a r m h c  fiinction. Moreover, songs are arranged forrnally 

using structurai methods that have been in place for centuries. The use of a verse/choms 

mode1 predates popular music and is used by most songwriters. For example, folk 

revivalists Iike Gordon Lightfwt employ a ballad structure biat is purely strophic, as 

evidenced in "The Wreck of the Edmund ~itzgerald."" 

Along with form, codified harmonic practices that have remaineci virtually 

unchanged thtough music's various evolutionary cycles combine to contribute to 

meaning. A rnulti-level existence requires an analytical methodology that can adequately 

accommodate the various parameters. There is, of course, differing stratum with regard to 

meaning, and analysis should reflect this. To àisegard the basic music element, however 

simpüstic it may be, or dismiss its importance, leaves the music without a fhmework or 

some kind of identifjring factor beyond formal, cultural, timbral, or historicai boundaries. 

" nie terni Ufolk tevival" has been uscd to d i f f ' i a t e  the folk singcrs of the 1960s h m  those of the 
1930s and 1940s. Woody Guthrie is viewed as a folk singer while Gordon Lightfoot, Bob Dylan, and Phil 



At the onset, popular music analysis, musicologically speaking, reveaied the intrinsic 

musicd elements, despite the opportunities for anciilary information. But as popuiar 

music evolved, the musicology of popular music analysis evolved as weil, and different 

levels of meaning were slowly folded into traditional analytical methoâologies. 

Timbre 

Timbra1 aspects of popular music place a large importance on the analytical value 

of the recording. The popular music udocument" exists with the timbre revealed, unlike 

art music where timbre is indicateà, expected, or assumed. For Shepard and Wicke, as fhr 

as analysis is concerneci, musical meaning in popular music lies outside the parameters of 

harmonic analysis, and within those of timbre. In addition, purely textual analyses h m  

the disciphes of sociology and communication result in the "sounâs of music itself 

going unexPlained."'* Even when bth approaches are used, as in Robert Walser's heavy 

metal analyses or Allan Moore's Rock: The Pnllulry Text. Shepard and Wicke take issue 

with the f a t  that timbre is largely ignored. Culaaal and sociological aspects aside. 

Moore's book is chastised for using "methods and vocabularies deRved fiom the analysis 

of European art-music by the disciplines of music theory and music analysis."13 Walser is 

similarly taken to tasic, referring to his appmach of a combination of harmonic analysis 

coupled with social and cultuml elements: ". . . they thernselves carmot lead to analyses 

which are socidly and dtural ly ~ensitive."'~ Shepard and Wicke's assertion that the 

experiential eff- of timbre are primary over the intrinsic musical elements posits the 

malytical method in confineci quarters. Their assertion that musical meanhg lies outside 

- - - - - - - 

Fhs arc 0 0 ~ .  as folk rwinlists. 
John Shcpard and Pcter Wicke, IldLiric d Culrurd T h e o ~  (Maiden: Blackwell PubIisher, 1997): 9. 
ibid. 



the parameters of harmonie anaiysis results in a shgdm perspective, one that leaves the 

'%owsU of popular music's affective naturr ignoreci, and in its place, a subjectivity that 

poses more questions than it answm. <hi the othcr hanci, a focus on the detail of a 

particulsr piece of music, something that hannonic analysis does quite well, can reveai 

how a particular timbra1 aspect is achieved. And if that aspect results in some kind of 

affect, M experienced by the Iistener, then surdy a coherent Iine c m  be drawn betwem 

harmonic elcment, timbral result, and musical meaning. 

Traditional musicobgy 

The similen*, between the harmonic vocabulary of popular end art music leaves 

the musicologist no cho ie  but to use analytical methodology previously reserved for 

classicd music. Robert Waiser notes: ". . . 1 have leamed h m  and taken issue with the 

arguments of sociologists, musicologists, rock cntics, and cultural theorists because 1 

have found such interdisciplinary inquiry the ody  adequate appmach to the study of 

something as cornplex as popular rn~sic."'~ By interdisciplinary inqujr, Walser is 

referring to a multi-faceted appmach to snalysiq something that would include various 

levels of meaning. While culain, sociology, and text al1 matter, for Walser the Urtext 

remains the music. Walser analyses and discusses heavy metal music drawing 

cornparisons between Baroque musicd conventions and heavy metal guitar figuration, 

citing parallels between the virtuosity of Romanticists üke Liszt and heavy metai 

guitarists such as Eddie Van Halen. His methodology owes much to MeIlers, in that 

traditional musicological analytical tmls and vocabulary are used. The methods differ, 

- - 

" Ibid., 147. 
'* Riobcrt Walser, k i n g  With t k  M i :  P m e r ,  Ge&, and in Kemy Mtal Music (Hanovet: 
Wesleyan University Press, 1993): xviii. 



however, as musicological anaiyses are combined with aspects of sociology, culture, and 

the media His analysis of Eddie Van Men's openhg guitar nff h m  "Emption" (1978) 

combines traditionai musical terrninology with descriptive vocabulary: "Van Halen 

moves the nrst section h m  blues-based pentatonic licks in A, through a couple of flashy 

patterns of l e s  clear provenance, to coiiapse nnally back to a low A, which he 'wows' 

with the whamtny barwi6 Despite the somewhat esoteric description of the opening guitar 

figuration, Walser's analysis of the Song is f l d y  groundcd in harmonic analysis. 

It seems obvious that the harmonic language of art music and popular music share 

a similar, if not exact, vocaôulary that is the basis for any kind of musical representation 

or lyrical underpinning required for the song. The musical materials are manipulated 

d i n i t l y ,  but the basic nature of chord progressions remains relatively constant. 

Elements such as chordal or mot movernent by fifb, secondary dominauts, modulations, 

and a degree of word-painting are common to both to art music and popular music. 

Walter Everett, a pmponent of tonal analysis, says this: 

Just as an appreciation of the voice leading in a "W' Beethoven scherzo is 
impossible without a cornmand of the contrapuntal techniques behind a "strict" 
Palestrina motet, so the entire pitch and rhythm worlds of "anarchic" tonal rock 
music are based upon, or relate to, principles that underlie the "legitimate" 
classics. (And how much music on the 40,000 char t i i  singles and albums of the 
rock era is atonal or arrhythmic?)" 

Everett recognizes the need for an analytical methoàology that reflects the basic nature of 

the music and, like Mellers and Walser, chooses ta use tond anaiysis to study popular 

music. Rock music did not corne h m  "outer space," as Everett contends, and tonal 

compositional conventions extend h m  the tradition of art music through to the popular 

' 6  Ibid., 69. 



music of today. '* Anoîher point of consideration for the vaiidity of tonal d y s i s  versus 

some other methodology, lies in the manner that pop musicians create their crafL 

Whether they are schooled in the conservato~~ and possess a working understanding of 

the d e s  of harmony or self-taught with a ~dimentary knowledge of hannonic fùnction 

and a g d  set of “cars," every musical action lives in the world of todity. Fan 

magazines devoted to specific instruments such as Girirm Ployer, Bass Plqym, Kkybaard 

PIrryer, Guifur WorId, and Guitar for the Practising Musician al1 feature wlumns and 

articles that deal specifidy with musical elements that are presented to the reader using 

the vocabulary of tonal d y s i s .  Chords are desi@ by Roman numerals and 

harmonic h c t i o n  is described. If popdar music is taught and disseminateci using 

terminology and conventions ttiat are uexclusive to art music," then an anaiysis should 

reflect both the musical nature and the compositional process. Avoiding tonal analysis for 

popular music discourse is putting the analytical cart before the horse. 

Scbenker or not? 

The tonal nature of popular music results in a univemal agreement that tonality 

provides the genesis for its composition. Even though tonal analysis is rejected by 

schoiars like Shepard and Wicke, they would be hard-pressed to argue convincingiy that 

fomal structures and harmonic patterns play no part in any of the levels of meaning. 

Acceptance of tonality and the resulting analytical methods open doors for analysis that 

would othrrwise k closed. As a result, many tond analysts employ the reductive 

analysis of German theorist Heinrich Schenker. Using a methodology such as Schenker's 

I f  Walter Evcrat, "Confessions Fmm Blwberry Heil, or, Pitch Can & a Sticky Substance," in Expression 
in Pop Rock W i c :  A Collection of Crificd andAnolyticai Essqys. ed. by Walter Evetea (New York: 
Garland Publishing, 2000): 270. 



immediately puts the anaiyst at the mercy of those who decry the method for classicai 

music let done populat music, and it foatcrs argument, Lori Bums defends the use of 

Schenkcrian rcduction, with some qualification: 

Used stridy, Schenkerh anaiysis is not entirely effective for 
the analysis of many popular soags. But in modified fonn, 
reductive analysis can yield important analytic results; it is a 
valuable tool for iîlutratbg the voice-leading and harmonic features 
of a pariicular m g ,  as well as the Mique manipuiations of hamonic 
convention that might be peculiar to the narrative of the individual 
Song or to die stylistic preaices of the arti~t.'~ 

While not exprrssly advocating Schenkerian analyses in the strictest sense, Bums does 

advocate a modified fom of the methodology that she feels aptly suits certain fonns of 

popular music. h g  with Burns, Walter Everett employs and defaids Schenkerian 

anaiysis: "My work with this technique does not aim to dei@ any composer . . . but to 

explore a nnished wo* . . . And, despite the fact that many view the Schenkerian 

approach as a " f o d i s t "  one, 1 . . . do n ~ t . " ~ ~  Part of the difficulty with Schenker's 

methodology is that it is sometimes viewed as "ethnocenîric" and "elitist," and the 

paradigm of reductive analysis means rcpertory decisions can be made on the basis of the 

pieces that are likely to work best under tbat paradigm.2' Under Burns' view, however, 

this would not be a problem because it reinforces her point that Schenkerian analysis "is 

not entirely effective for the analysis of many popular songs." 

Critics of the Schenkerian method for popular music analysis include Robert 

Walser, Allan Moore, and John Covach. These scholars assume that Schenkerian analysis 

- - -- 

" Ibid. '' Lori Burns, "Anaiytic Mcttiodologies for Rock Music: Hmionic and VoicoLeading Stratcgia in Tori 
Amos' "Ctuci@," in Expression in Pop Rock k i c :  A Collection of Critical a d  Anulyticaf Essqvs. cd. by 
Walter Evcrctt (New York: Garland Publishing, 2000): 21 7. 
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is presumed by its advacates to be usefùl for any kind of popular music.-something the 

Schenker advoc8tes deny. Voice-leading is an important eiement in reâuction theory and 

critics dso point out that while intemal voice-leading is of importance in classicai 

composition, popular music does not possess the same types of voice-leading elements. 

Schenker's advocates insist on iiluminating voiceleading in popular music, whether it 

exists or not and the pieces chosen for analysis are the ones that most closely fit with the 

Schenkerian aaalytical p82adigm.P Allan Moore fscls that Schenkdan analysis does not 

necesSaTily fit with the analytical model: "It is hard to argue that "sudace" and 

"background" are inappropriate concepts for popular musics, but it cannot be 

unquestioningiy assumed that those procedures . . . that are normative in tonal concert 

music wil  necessarily apply to these rnu~ics."~~ 'Ihough Moore chastises Everett for 

employing Schenkerian reduction for d y s i s  of Beatles' songs, it wodd seem by his 

statement, that he is not entirely dismissing the idea of Schenkerian theory. The 

tenninology "surfhce" and "background," while being primarily the domain of the 

Schenkerians, aiso applies to recorded music when describing how particular musical 

events are placed within the s t e m  spectmn when a recordhg is mixed dowd4 There 

*' J o b  Covd i ,  "We Won't Ga Fooled Again: Rock Music and Musial  Anslysis," in Knpng S m :  
Micl Disci@iimty, Ctrltzwe1 cd. by David Schwarz, Anahid Kassabian, and Lawrence Siegel 
(Charlottcmillc: University Press of Virginia, 1997): 79. 

Both Walter Everett d Lori Buna have published essays chai d d  rpcifically with voiec-lading in 
popular music. Sec: Wdter Evercü, "Voicc L d i n g  and H m o n y  as E x p i v e  Devices in the Early 
Music of the WCS: "She Loves Y-" ColCcge Mirrie Symposium 3211 (1992): 19-35, and Lori Burns, 
"Analytic Methodologics for Rock Music: Hamonic and Voice -Ming  Stratcgies in Tori Amos' 
"CruciQ," in &priespion in PopRock Music: A Collection of Critic41 and Analflical Essays, cd. by Walter 
E w m t  (New York: Garland Publishing, 2000): 2 13-246. Set also: Timothy Koozin, "Furnbling Towards 
Ecst~sy: V o i a  Leadmg, Tonal Structure, and the Thune of  Self-Rcalizaîion in the Music of S a d  
McLschlanw in Expmssion in PopRock h i c :  A Collection ofcritical and Analj~ical Essays, d. by 
Walter E v e m  (New York: Garland Publishing, 2000): 247-266. 

Ailan F. Moore, Ruck: The Primmy T m  (Buckingham: Opn University Prcss, 1993): 12. 
Thac is dso background music (Md), or  the music played in shopping maIl$ dentia's offices, 

clcvators, and f i l e  on hold on the tetephone. Clcarly, Moore is not refcrring to this type of background 
music eithcr. 



can be no real connection between these two disparate meanhgs for the same terms, but 

Moore's usage indicates that he is using them to mean the same thing that the 

Schenkeriam do. Moreover, Moore does adopt Schenkerian graphs for his analyses of the 

Beatles' Ss. P q p  k 'snely ely~emis Club B a d ,  wùich? in his view, is totally 

appropriate for his needs, despite his criticism of Everett doing e x d y  the same &ing.= 

Music and culture 

The split between academic contemplation and popular understanding is a 

fbnction of interpretive ideologies. Too many analysts of popular music assume that 

traditionai musiîologid methods are simply appropriate for the art music repertory and 

that popular music does not warrant such an anal~sis." Robert Walser notes: "Rock 

songs, Like ail discourse, do have meaninggs that can be discovered thmugh anaiysis of 

their form and structure, but such analysis is useful only if it is gmunded culturally and 

historicaily and if it acknowledges its interests f o r t ~ ~ h t l ~ . " ~ '  It is recognized that culture 

and history play an important part in the analysis of popular music, and when the music is 

discussed exclusively, eschewing cultural or social parameters, it is viewed as lacking or 

elitist. On the other hand, sociological studies of popular music usually ignore discourse 

about the music per se, because the authors are not trained in the intncacies of music 

theory and analysis nor do they n e c e d 1 y  agree with the approach. In a sense, it is a 

one-way Street as far as rnusicoiogists are cancernad, who are taken to task for avoiding 

or limiting sociologicai and cultwal aspects, but the same derision is not directed at non- 

musicological studies that avoid discussing specific or pertinent musical elements. 

Moac's change of hauî is explard in Chapta Thce. 
76 Walser, 30 
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To achieve a more complete aaalysis, parameters other than those of the music 

must be incorporateci where necessary and possible. Along with the acceptance of 

popular music in a tonal world, rnusicologists are rapidly adopting new faets of analysis 

to augment analyticai components tbat deal with musical elements. This means that 

d y s i s  lïves in a multi-levelled world in which ail levels synchronistically exist and at 

the same t h e  coalesce to disseminate affect or meaning. Jean-Jacques Nattiez advocates 

the paradigm of a tripartite division of analysis that would accommodate a multi-facetcd 

approach. Nattiez' mode1 separates analysis into three components: the pietic, or 

composer's intent; the neutrcll, or manner in which the musical document exists; and the 

estkic,  or listener response?* These thme levels are not muaially exclusive, but rather 

the parameters of each are fluid and al1 three worL together to create affèct and meaning. 

Nattiez makes an important point regarding an d y s i s  of the neutral level: "This is a 

level of analysis at which one does not decide a priori whether the results generated by a 

specific analytical proceeding are relevant h m  the esthesic or poietic point of ~ i e w . ' ' ~ ~  

In other words, while king the primary vehicle of transmission for affect and meaning, 

the music should not be assumed to possess these factors singularly. Because the 

parameters of this tripartite paradigm are fluid, the analytical process becornes more 

active than passive. For example, a musical document (hem existing as score, recording, 

or paformance) is the resdt of a complex process of creation, or poietic pmcess that has 

to do with the fomi as well as the content of the worlc?O Concomitantly, the document is 

J c ~ ~ - J ~ c ~ u c s  Nanie Music mdDiscowse: T w d a  Scntiol'ogv of k i c .  îratts. by Camlyn Abbate paiai: Rinœton Univmity Pms, 1990): 1 O- 12. 
ibid., 1 3. (Sec Chapter Thme) 
Ibid., 17. 



also a point of departue for a complex process of reception, or esthesic process that 

reconst~~cts a message?' 

The wo* donc by sociologists and cultural histonans becomes invaluable for the 

musicologist, who can draw on aspects of culture, saciology, and history to augment the 

musical analysis. Fmm a sociological perspective, the danger emerges of an analysis that 

is rooted in ideologicai effects but lacks a subjective valuing of meaning by refnnice to 

beauty, spectacle, or craft Cultural value is assessed according to measures of true and 

false wnsciousness, the plitics of excitement are subordinated to the necessities of 

interpretation or demystification?2 To avoid this Simon Frith suggests that subjective 

elements of ''gd'' and "bad" should be incorporatecl into a sociological or cultural 

d y s i s  of popular music. Because of the music's unique existence within society, many 

times value judgments are placed on the object, not ody by the listener but the analyst as 

well. niese judgments should not be overlwked, according to Frith, and to gloss over the 

continuous exercise of taste by the pop cultural audience is, in effect, to do their 

discriminating for hem, while refûsing to engage in the arguments which pduce  

cultural values in the first pl-?) 

Histo y and more 

Popula. music, specifically rock, country, blues, and rhythm and blues, embraces 

a host of performance styles, but most have some basis in Afiican American popular 

music, are rooted in song, and paradigmaticaily exist as rie~ordin~s.~' In this manmr of 

3' Ibid. 
32 Simon Frith, Perjbnning Rites: On iire Vdue of Popdar Mvric (Cambridge, Mas.: Hamard University 
Press, 1996): 14. " ibid., 16. 

Gracyk, 7. 



existence, popular music poses similar problems for both sociological and musicological 

analysis The sociologist might have the tendency to eschew subjective valuation h m  

their analysis, while the rnusicologist could illuminate the subjective but miss the 

sociological reqcmse. With regard to sociologiaû analysis, some subjectivity am be 

found in the plethora of popular music studies that exist within this discipline. Martha 

Bayles' Hole in Our SaJI The Lars of Beouty a d  Memirtg in Americun Po* M s i c  

(1994), purports to expose the declining lack of value in popular music, a decline that has 

slowly manifested itself in the 1st twenty or so years. It is Bayles' contention that the 

creeping absence of f i c a n  American elements and influence has diluted popular music 

to such an extent as to render it lifeless. Clearly, she has made a subjective opinion about 

the state of popular music itself and its existence within societaî bomdaries. Her choice 

of vocabulary for the title ofhndedly dismisses popular music, labelling it valueless and 

without, in her words, beauty and meaning. 

An overwhelming number of subsidiary factors contribute to sociological or 

cultural analyses that can obfûscate the music and its affect and meaning. Such elements 

as youth cuiture, the media, commercialization, the market, and economic variables al1 

contribute to a sociological perspective that can overlook the musical meaning in favour 

of the sociological response. This is partly due to the fact that sociologists dong with 

cultural historians and anthropologists do not possess the necessary analytical tools or 

v d u l a r y  to adequately deal wiîh musical issues per se. As a resdt, th- are no 

sociologicai, culturai, or historical studies extant îhat deal specificaily with the music. 

Popder music is always examineci in wnjunction with ancillary factors and affects that 

contribute more to li~inier rrsponse (or soçietal rrsponse) than eitha the process of 



creation or object of transmission. This is not to say that by this omission, sociological 

analyses are invaiid for a musimlogical discussion, d e r  the musicologist can inject the 

missing element, namely an aaalysis of the music, or incorporate the sociological aspects 

into his or her own analysis. In other words, a musicologist can explain the '8ows" and 

"whys" of affect to cl&@ a saciologicai sticdy or incorporate the same study into a 

musicological discourse that illuminates these aspects and the %osw and "whaîsn as 

well. 

Popuiar music's existence in the 1- fi@ years means that artists popular in the 

infancy of genres like rock, country, and blues have becorne historically impoxtant by 

default. The historical value of d s t s  like Elvis Presley, the Beatles, the Rolling Stones, 

Jimi Hendrix, J o h y  Cash, Hank Wiams,  Muddy Waters, B.B. King, Janis Iopl i i  

Gram Parsons, and Neil Young to name few is weli known and universally accepteci. The 

music of these artists and others is o h  describeci as king "classic" and "influential." 

Normative performance practice elements and compositional techniques have resulted in 

the creation of genres and styles that can be realized by musicological or sociological 

analysis and these genres and styles are quickly identified by a particular audience or 

group of listeners at large. Popular music has taken its place in historicat studies that trace 

its evolution and development h m  the inception of recorded medium to the present 

day. In universities and secondary schools everywhere, the bistory of popular music is 

taught to students eager to leam about the mots of îheir fkvourite music. This means that 

a standardized historical evolution has ban created and the music that accompanies the 

history becomes the canon of example in a f a o n  not cmlü<e art music. In some ways, 

the Beatles have anained the sarne staois as Beethoven, beiig a pnmary and exemplary 



representation of compositional technique and historical importance.'5 The danger here as 

weii is that lesser artists are ignoreà and their place in history or musical importance 

becomes a footnote to the larger significance of those artists canonid by the textbook. 

Again, this is a situation not that far removed h m  the sate of the historical 

representation of art music. 

Coac~asion 

There is a vast difference in both the quantity and the chronological existence 

between art music and popular music, and the history of art music considers "lesser" 

artists in addition to those who exhibit prllnary historical or musical importance. In the 

popular music world, however, lesser artists run the ridc of king '<lefi behind" as popular 

music history is king written almost as quickly as it is beiig created. in other words, due 

to popular music's existence as an o@c entity-something that evolves over time, ha9 

an accepteci historical trajectory, and possesses identifiable musical, cultural, and 

historical elements that distinguish it h m  otha musics-the rush to establish histoncal 

points of reference can result in the creation of the "great artist" syndrome. 

Unfomuiately, this occurs at the expense of a significant number of artists who are 

subject to the whims of popdar taste that transfers to historical importance. This is an 

unavoidable ramification that can be destabilized by musicological or sociological 

d y s i s .  The musicologist can illuminate the importance of other anists by exposing 

unique or stylistidy descriptive elements in the music that can contribute to an evolving 

history. For example, in the history of progressive rock, usuel artists hold court over 

stylistic and historical studies. The music of Yes, King Crimson, Gentle Giant, and 

-- - - - - - - - 
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Emerson, Lake and Palmer is o h  cited as being constitutive of progressive rock style 

and history, however, the music of Rush, a Canadian band that arguably holds as much 

stylistic as historical importance, is viriually igw& 

Popular music's ubiquitous existence as cultural marker, commodity, art form, 

document, and performance breeds the multi-tentacled monster of analysis that tugs this 

way end that as various disciplines lay claim to the field. The arnazing resilience of the 

music rcsists Pedspitic classification and it can bappily coexist in the realm of 

musiwlogy, sociology, culture, or history. Each facet of analysis becomes a constituent 

and wntributing part of the whole, refùsing mutual exclusivity in favour of coexistence. 

In some ways, this reflects popular music's basic nature. The music that existed as the 

voice of the youth generation is used to sel1 automobiles and cornputers to that same 

generaîion now middle-agcd The radical voice that permeated much of the popular 

music of the 1960s has been silenceci and now represents SUVs and laptops. Popular 

music's pliability allows different analytical approaches to run concurrent with the 

evolutionary usage and meaning of the music. 

nie music of Rush is king saidid by Dumll Bowman of the University of California - Los Angeles. 



Score: A manuscript copy which shows in ordered 
form the parts allotteci to the various pgformers.' 

The Word Dictiolt~ny of M i i c  

in the art music tradition the written score is accepted as representing 

compositional authority and rrsponsible for the music's local end h i s e c a l  transmission. 

In other words, performances are almost entirely dependent on scores (even when those 

performances, like opera, are rnemorized), and scores are responsible for the spread of 

music within its own time and actoss the centuries. Ultimately, scores are documents that 

sustain the bond between the music and its composer. 

With regard to analysis, the score is the ody way art music can be studied, to 

understand hannonic bction, voice-leading, and, of course, affect and meaning. 

Because the score is the definitive version of a particular piece of art music and the 

singular way the music of the past can be transmitted to a contemporary audience, the 

intrinsic musical characteristics of hannonic verticality and structures of form become the 

primary analytical h i .  Elements like timbre are u s d y  ignored when analysing c h i c a l  

music, though timbre is a subject for certain types of analysis in contemporaxy and eady 

music, and in cognitive studits. 

But the concept of scores is foreign, or at least relatively new, in the world of rock 

music. To begin with, the music is not transmitted in score; raîher it exists as a 

recording-the performance h z c n  in tirne. in this way, timbra1 aspects are forehnted, 

the composer or songwriter's intent is clear, and the meaning of the entire performance 

' Michat1 Kmndy, cd., M o r d  Concise Dictiomny ofM&c (Oxfard: Oxford University Press, 1996); S.V. 

"Score," 658. 



can be culled fiom the aural representation remaining on the vhyl, tape, or CD. Many 

times as weli, the live p e d o ~ c e  is similar, if not exact, to the recorded performance. 

Since the pop music industry has always ban dnven by audiences rather than the 

musicians, most popular music artists do not deviate h m  the recorded version of their 

music that is already familiar to their audiences. An added or lengthened solo can 

sometirnes be as blasphemous as rewriting the notes of a Chopin prelude. 

When poprock musicians "leam" or fhmiliarize themselves with a son& it is 

usually fkom an existing ncording, either commercially purchaseâ, or as a derno tape. 

The recorded songs are gained through the specifically definecl event of imitating a 

recording by piaying dong with it and qeating paris of it over and over again using the 

ease of playback f8~iiities.~ What detamines these musicians' music, however, is not a 

body of k n o w l d g ~  theory of music-but the aurd experience of the recording. 

Varying interpreta5ions of what is "right" can be derivecl h m  various ways of listening.' 

The lack of formal theoretical training can result in diEerent hearings of harmonic 

passages. What sounds like an A minor chord to one player may sound like a C major 

chord with an A bass note to another, the subtleties of the concept of hannonic minor 

being overlooked by bo*4 

Recording and impmvWItion 

New sargs, or songs to be recordcd for commercial release, are either composed 

by one, two, or al1 m e m h  of a poprock gioup, or in the case of some solo perfomers, 

' H. SMh Bennett, "The Reaiitirr of Fracti~e,~ in On Record: Rock Pop. d t k  Wrinrn Word. cd. by 
Simon Frith end Andmv Gaadwin (New Yotk. Radom House, 1990): 224. 

Ibid., 226. 
' This phnaaenon is cxunirrd in an unpubl*bcd ppa by Gordon Ross, "One-Two-Thme-Four-Men 
You at the End Boys: Free-lance Pop Musicians and Theu Understanding of Music" (2000). 



by an outside songwriter. The song mills of the Tm-Pan Alley &ys no longer exist; 

instead groups are recordeci for their peculiar sound. When the Beatles were fiisr recordecl 

by George Martin, the mould of the Song mil1 was brokea Hem was a band of four 

individuai musicians, ignorant of the mechanics of music th-, yet able to compose and 

pcrlorm their own music__music that spoke to an audience ranging h m  teenage girls to 

established musicians like mwicologist Wilfkd Mellers and composer Leanard 

Bernstein. For the first tirne, pop-rock musicians wcre recordcd and rccognizcd because 

of the way they sounded. Composing one's own materiai became the yardstick of sucîess 

for poprock groups, although professional songwriters do contribute to a large numbtx of 

recordings. 

On the other hand written versions of songs are avaiiable, and not ail pop-rock 

musicians rely solely on the recording to l e m  the music they play. In Nashville, for 

example, studio musicians are extremel y adept at pmviding whatever timbral, rhythmic, 

or musical variable the producer requires, and usually same form of score or chart is 

used. This is because studio musicians gencrdly play on the recording session and not the 

live performance. Studio musicians often record two or more sessions a day, and these 

can include different genres and artists. In order to minimize the danger of mistakes and 

having to repeat a recording, charts are wed to guide the musician through the structure 

of the song-a  h d  of musical road map raîher than score per se. The Nashville Number 

System was developed for studio recordings, and is an alterrd version of the Roman 

numeral system employed by musicologists and theorists. The concept is the same. The 

tonic chord is refmd to as 1, the dominant as 5. If a chord is minor, then a dash appears 

after the number: 20. Time signatures are notaîed and keys are denoted either by Arabic 



l e m ;  "A," or a key signa-. Bar lines are used and rhythmic variables are indicated 

under the chords ifrequlled f k  syncopation. If a chotd is inverted or a bass note other 

than the tonic is requid, a slash chord is used: C E .  The cbart is laid out in the order of 

the various components of the son& in the same rnzm.neT as a printed score for classical 

musicians. Verses, choruses, and bridges are identifid as such and the musician is well 

aware of the structural elements of the song. 

The Nashvillc Nwnber System is not isoiated to the recordhg studios of Nashville 

or d e r  cenûes. Most poprock musicians, especially those who play blues, country, or 

jazz, are f ~ l i a r  with some form of numerical identification for chords, even though they 

do not think of their large-scaie function. A large percentage of poprock musicians are 

ignorant of music theory concepts like chord fiinction, however they do understand that 

chords "go together." For example, a poprock musician might recognk the standard 

chord progression of B minor to E to A, but not the hannonic fùnction of ii - V - 1. As 

well, chod progressions that "sound good" would be p r e f d  and chosen over ones that 

followed the d e s  of fiinctional harmony. In this way, many analysts are confounded 

when trying to detexmine the tonal centre of a particular song, the question, "what are 

they tryw to do?" suddenly becornes a search for a theoretical answer. An open-ended 

progression that could be interpreted in two different tonal areas might mean the 

diff-ce between a successful analysis and one that purports to find elernents that do 

not exist, yet seem to because of the harmony. 

It should be n o t d  that the introductory nffs, nIlq and solo sections that comprise 

popular music recordings are al1 created or composed on the spot. The session musician 

must "invent" the instrumental hwk and improvise the solo seaion, often creaîing 



several versions until the producer is satisfied with the take. The act of improvisation was 

at one time a necessary ski11 for classical musicians. Most composers improvised: Bach at 

the organ, Mozart at the harpsichord, and Schumann would improvise at the piano duiiag 

chamber recitals. This skili has largely been lost or overlooked, and presently the 

majority of classical musicians do not improvise. Evm the caderu section of a concerto, 

long being held as an indication of the musicality and virtuosity of the perfomer as he 

improvised a cadenza based on the material prrsaiteà during the movement, is now 

written out and most solo perforrners play the same cadenza as others. The individuality 

of performance has been supplanted by convention and homogeneity. In the popular 

music world improvisation is needed and required, the ski11 of the performer beïng 

rneasured in a similar manner as Bach, Mozart, and Schumann. Most guitarists leam or 

"woodshedn theù favourite solo h m  a recordhg to leam new vocabulary for theu 

improvising and to imitate the styles of other guitarists.' Tibral  qualities of instrument 

tone, the type of distortion or overdrive, and the kind of amplifier used are imitated by 

guitarists in a personal pedagogical manner. Musical influences are absorbecl and 

internahed and the guitarist gains an improvisatory rhetoric that is blended into personal 

performance style. 

Shed music rad tablrttire 

The popular music industry moves at a rapid Pace as new sangs* artïsts, and 

albums are released daily. The printed scores of the same music, on the other hand, 

appear on the market several months a f h  the Song has become a success. A full 

' in the case of youn8 guitarists, this activity is the piiii~ry m y  in which clectric gui- is leamad. The riffs 
and solos of hit songs becorne the textbooks for the navice. ïhowands of fledging guitar playcm have 
dutifilly spent hours with a record playcr or cassette recorder Icaming the guitar parts to songs like 
"Stairway to Hcavm," "Jumpin' Jack Flash," and "Sunshine of Yow Love." 



manuscript version of a recording is rare. It is almost impossible to find a score that 

shows guitar, keyboad, bas, dnims, and vocal partJ simultaneously, instead the printed 

version is usuaily a transcription of the entire ensemble reduced to a piano part (which 

may include the actual b a s  iine) and chord d iapms (but not usuaily replicating the 

voicings or tessitura of the chords in the recordecl version) to accompany the melody. 

These transcriptions are known as sheet music or PVG (piano, vocal, guitar) versions. 

Anthologies of shat music, for cither a particder artisi or album, or a collection of hits 

h m  a specific decade or genre, are available as weli. Again, piano transcriptions with 

Mtar chords and melody are the primary manner in which these exist. 

Instrument-qecific transcriptions can be found in anthologies, pedagogicai books, 

and periodicals. Guitar for the Practising Musician, now one of the most widely read 

guitarists' magazines, began publication in 1983, ataacting teaders with transcriptions 

and analyses of guitar-bad popular music. Its professional guitarist-transcribers 

developed a sophisticated set of special notations for represenîing the nuances of 

performance, rather like the elaborate ornament tables of Baroque music! 

Tablature notation, whose history stretches back to the earliest publications for 

lute by Petnicci, is used extensively for guitar transcriptions, since most electnc guitarists 

are ignorant of standard music notation.' Additionally, electric guitar playing involves 

single and double-stop string ben& that may or may not be in tune, wharnmy bar 

6 Robert Walser, Rtmning With the Devil: Power. Gender* and M0dhes.r in Heuvy Metai h i c  (Hariover: 
Wesleyan University Prcss, l993):%9 1.  
' Inde& Pebucci's prefrce to his lute books of  1507 and 1508 announced that ihe works were presented in 
tablature "pcr chi non sanno cantaren (for those who do not know to sing (Le. ruad h m  mensural notation]. 
While some vicw tablature as a "poor man's notation," it is, in fact, a viable and usefiil alternative mahod 
of cornmunicathg compositional intmt, or for simply a " c m  shed' thai musicians, either rock or 
Renaissance, use. One of the clcarest actvantages of  tablature over standard notation is that is shows exact 
fingcr position. 



techniques, and other performance practice elernents that are entirely unique to the 

electnc guitar. This has resulted in new notational symbols king created to explain and 

illustrate the songwriter's or guitarist's intention. A rather complex vocabulary of 

terminology coupled with graphic representati- of qmrter-tone bends, palm mutes, 

slides, hammer-ons, pull-offi artificial harmonies, pick slides, and other timbra1 qualities 

that only the electric guitar can mate has been adopted as standard, normative, and usuai 

in pcdagogical publications, anthologies, and transcripptions. (Ex. 2.1) 

In some ways, the development of notation for particular electric guitar 

techniques parallels that of notation developed by twentieth-century composers like John 

Cage, Pierre Boulez, and Anton Webern. These composers fomd themselves having to 

"invent" new notation symbois and systems to transmit their intent. Chord clustcrs, 

prepared piano, and 0th- aspects createâ communicative problems between the 

composer and the musician in much the same way as electric guitar techniques that are 

obvious to hea. but difficult to reproduce. 

One of the problems that have always conhntcd the musicologist when he or she 

is examining an edition of works by a classical composer, is the accuracy of what is 

represented on the page. Music publishing editots would o h n  take liberties with 

harmony, making corrections they deemed fit, or doing a kind of second-guess work if 

the on@d was obscured or questionable. The prioduction of contemporary sheet music 

and anthologies fàres no better, and often editions or folios are king published that are 

nddled with e m .  W, for example, a particular song was transcribed by a pianist, any 

guitar parts that might be included nui the risk of king writtm in positions that are 

unplayable on the guitar, simply because the transcriber is not familiar with fingerings or 



Ex. 2.1 : Tablature Explanation and Definitions for Special Guitar 
~otation' 

TABLATURE EXPLANAnON 

8 Anon., "Tablaturc Expladon and Dcfmitions for Special Guitar Notation, Guitar 14/5 (1 997): 8 1. 



the range of the instrument. A triad is voiced quite differently on the piano than on the 

guitar. For popular music aiislysis, unW<e art music, the score or transcription is usually 

eschewed in favour of a personal interpretation of harmony or repeated listenings. More 

complex musical events, like a rapid-lire guitar solo that would be too difficult for the 

anaiyst to transcnbe, would perhaps require some kind of transcription to assist the study. 

n i e  versions presented in the magazines dwoted to specific instruments are usuaily of 

bettcr quality and more accurate t h  thosc printed in anthologies or folios and theicfore 

are of better use ta the musicologist. 

Periodicals 

Beginning amund the rnid4970s, magazines specifically designed for popular 

music guitaris&, bass players, dnimmers, and keyboard players begm to appear. Guitar 

Pfqver is one of the oldest guitar periodicals and has a long history of technically 

revealing interviews, pedagogical information, how-to colurnns, and reviews of 

equipment, instruments, recordings, and books. Since its inception, almot every 

prominent guitarist has been fatured and the magazine produces ancillary publications of 

gui- history, books on lutherie, and pedagogicai texts. Other publications aôound 

including Guitar World, Guitar for the Practking Musicion, B a s  Player, M d m  

Dmmmer, and Keyboord Pl-, al1 featuring a format simila. to that offered in Guitar 

Plqer.  In diese magazines, how-to columns or "lessoas," almg with transcriptions of 

songs and solos employ standard musicai vocabuiary ofim referring rnany times to 

scales, modes, chord hct ion,  and hsrmony. Roman numerals are used to describe chord 

progressions and bio-histoncal information is &en to educate the reader about the music 

and the artist. 



The level of knowledge presumed by these periodicals requires a minimal 

understanding of harmony, but for those with no background at dl, columns by 

prominent musicians explain the intricacies of music theory. In the January, 2000 issue of 

Guitar PIigm, Andy Ellis combines an interview with pedagogical information in an 

article titled, "Beyond the 1-IV-V: How Duke Robillard Makes 128ar Blues Jump and 

Swing." Immediaîely there is a presumption that the d e r  understands both the concept 

of 1-N-V, and what thc numeraïs mean, and the twelve-bar blues form thaî encornpasses 

the majority of Robillard's music. In efféct, Ellis analyses the music while at the same 

time presenting exampies of haimonic substitutions and chord changes all with a running 

commentary by Robillard. The musical taxonomy in this article bomws heavily h m  

traditional music theory and explains harrnonic fiinction in normative terms. Robillard 

explains his chord choices with conventional terminobgy: "If 1 were playing this part on 

an acoustic archtop, 1 might work down to the A7#5 by way of Bb7:" (Ex. 2.2) 

Ex. 2.2: Passing-chord example9 

e Andy Ellis, "kyond the 1-IV-V: How Duke Robillard M i k c s  12-Bar Blues Iump and Swing," Guim 
PlPyer 34/1 (2000): 80. 



This is immediately explained by Ellis: 

In this instance, our ears are tricked into heaRng two melody lhes: 
E, D, E#, and E, D, C#. This happens b u s e  our h two chords 
(C7 and Bb7) are thnenote voicings, yet the destination chord 
comprises four notes. Essentially the meloây f& - simultaneously 
ssanding and descendhg into A7#5. 'O 

Ellis maintains harmonic correctness by referring to the last note of the f k t  "melody" as 

E# instead of F. It wnstitutes the augmenteci dominant of the A7 chord and is rightly 

identifiai as "sharp five." For the novice guitanst lacking in music thcory, this might 

seem pmblernatic as he or she rnigtit envision the note as F not E#, but the presumption 

of knowledge supersdes the lack. Additiody, a harmonic event usually associaîed with 

art music is brought to attention, even though it is not definecl as such. Ellis discusses 

voice-leading by drawing attention to the two melody lines ascending and descending, a 

feature that speaks more of classical than popula. music. Throughout the article, musical 

examples are given using standard notation combined with tablature. Chord diagrams 

illustrate chord voicings and the entire twelve-bar model is shown with Robillard's 

substitutions: (Ex. 2.3) 

Ex. 2.3: Chord substitutions in the twelve-bar model" 

'O ibid., 8018 1. " Ibid.,80. 



Rior to the introduction of magazines like G u i t .  PIuyer, the saident guitarist was 

forced to learn through rrpcatrd listenings and "playing dong," a pmcess that is more 

i n s t i n d  than musical (many trained musicians, for example, fhd this method of 

leaniing difficult), leaving many aspiring players without a systematic methodology. in 

lieu of proper lessoas, kg-g guitarists tumeci to the periodicals for instruction. 

Recagnizing this, Gui= One is primarily a pedagogical publication that provides 

transcnpptions, lessons similar to those in the Robillard article, scxalled "Riff boxes," and 

equipment reviews. The slogan "The Magazine You Can Play" is boldly printed across 

the top of the cover, designeci to amact the young guitarist by prlliting their favourite 

song in a notated, transcritmi form. 

In the August, 2 0 0  issue, Pink Floyd's "Money," h m  their landmark album 

h r k  Side of the Man (1973) is transcribed by Adam Perlmutter and analysai 

pedagogically by Tom Kolb. A small amount of history is included to ensure the reader 

understands the importance of Pink Floyd, the single, and the album. Dork Side of the 

Moon was on the BifZboPrd charts for an unprecedented 74 1 weeks, selling more than 25 

million copies in the process, an achievement unequalled since. It is perhaps their mon 

mainStream album, in spite of the music usually classed as progressive rock, owing to the 

lengthy compositions, psychedelic references, complexity of form, and concept albums 

unifieci by an extra-musical idea 

"Money" is a progressive rock singie that acts both conventionally and 

unconventiody nom other r d  songs of the period. Conventionally, the harrnony 

follows a minor rock propssion of i-v-iv over twelve barn for the strophes. The solo 

section is a prolongated twelve-bar form again with the minor h m o n y  of i-iv-v, as Kolb 



notes: The solo is played ova  a 24-bar minor blues progression . . . ."12 In fm at no time 

during the song is the dominant chord played as major, it rrmains minor throughout. This 

puts the song squarely in B natud minor owing to the minor dominant, and is somewhat 

u n d  harmonically speaLing for rock songs of the tirne. Unconventionality is alsa 

found in the song's meter. Predominately in 714 time with the odd measure of 6/4 and the 

solo section in 4/4, Kolb assists the d e r  by indicating methoch of "f'éeling" compound 

meter: "The cornmon approach to playing odd meters is to 'subdivide' the measm. 

breaki~~g them up into smaller, more recognizable groups." l3 He suggests brraking the 

maure of six into 4 + 2, and the 7/4 measures into 4 + 3 .14 (Ex. 2.4) Each of the guitar 

riffs is bmken d o m  and explained hannonically dong with tixnbrai suggestions in order 

to m;mic the guitar style and sound of Pink Floyd guitdst David Gihour: 

A simple but ultracool B minor pentatonic (B-D-E-F#-A) line in 
714 time, [it] fiels the intro, and is the launching pad for the verses 
and the saxophone solo. Use your bnàge pickup, dial in a slightly 
distorted tone, add right-hand palm muting, and don? forget to 
give the D note a quarter-tone bend. lS 

Kolb defines, teaches, and analyses at the same time. The labelling of the B minor 

pentatonic as "ultra1~001 "-analogous perhaps to a nineteenthcentury tempo rnarking, 

denoting both pulse and fa1 (e.g. a n h t e  moderato moitofiesco)-is given to an 

otherwise conventional scale and he describes the riff in language that refers to power 

and speed, "fbeling the intria" and ''the launching pad for the verses," despite the 

moderate rock tempo of the song. Because the song is transcribed in a guitar magazine, 

l2 T m  Kolb, "What's h e m  the L h s :  'Money,'" Wtar (hu 318 ( 2 0 ) :  120. 
l3 Ibid. 
'' ibid. 
l5 Ibid., 120. 



Ex. 2.4: Compound meter measures in Pink Floyd's " ~ o n e y " ' ~  

ail the guitar parts in "Money" are written out. Fills and their structural placement are 

notated, and the ri& arc laklled alphabetically, with their placement clearly marked. 

The Song is charted out using conventional notation dong with tablature, with the 

quisite repeat signs and subtleties of the performance notated graphically in both the 

standard notation and with the symbols used for rock tablature. (Ex. 2.5) 

The written analysis of "Money" is somewhat short, with the focus king more on 

the playing than a musicological -y. But with the entire transcription, an anaiysis of 



sorts is completed by the d e r  or student who desis to leam how to play the song. By 

carefid ,reading of the transcribed score, the leaming guitarist absorbs at once the 

harmonic characteristics, fom, timbra1 aspects, fingering, and text. Because of the 

prominence of the electric guitar in popular music, the majority of pedagogical or 

Ex. 2.5 : Tablahue notation of Pink Floyd's "Moneyn " 

17 Ibid., 12 1. 



instrument-specific magazines favour guitar over other instruments. Momver, the 

fiuidity of discussion enables guitarists to draw upon many influences and consequently 

the guitar magazines cater simultaneously to very diff-t groups of guitarists, 

contributing to the interchange of styles. '' 
In the growing fieid of popular musicology, some form of notation is used in 

order to explain musical events, however obvious they might Ise. Musical fhgments are 

ofim Wtitten out in either in conventional notation, reductive analysis, or some otha 

mamer. Occasionally an mtire transcription is present if the author requires it, but Iike 

traûitional musicology, excerpts h m  the score serve a better purpose. In order to 

adequately discuss the inherent elements that contribute to afTéct and meaning, attention 

m m  be drawn to specific musical elements as king repreocntative or discursive. And 

many times the clearest method of accomplishiag this is with musicd examples. But does 

this put the sociologist or the culturai historian at a disaûvantage when it cornes to 

analysing popular music? A sociological study is concernecl with different levels of 

meaning, the music king somewhat secondary to o k  aspects like cultural placement or 

image. By the same token, the musicologia is disadvantaged if he or she is not familiar 

with, or does not take into account, the levels of meaning that are relevant for 

sociological understanding. In actual fact, the musicologist can probably more readiiy 

adopt the socio-culturai than the other way arounâ. 

Listening 

Any analysis of popular music begins with the same activity. The music must be 

heard in order to be understood. In this way, sociologists employ a score whether they 

" Walser, 92. 



realize it or not Since the rroording has supplanted the written score for the storage of 

music, when a sociologisi ligeas to a recording, a musical event occurs. The song is 

bbper f~eâ , "  albeit the same way every the,  and the listener absorbs the sounds, 

rhytbms, and text, constructing with the imagination a personal understanding of form 

and structure. While perâaps lacking the verbal skills to explain what is heard in musico- 

theoretical tenns, a form of analysis does take place tven if on a non-technical level. 

Evm if the comprehmding listcner must have intenialid, througti rcpeated listenings, 

certain facts of musical stnicturing in order to foliow a piece aurally, this does not mean 

that the listener has e n d e d  such facts linguistically, or bas facts in a linguistic mode, 

even d e r  carefid derivation.19 But this task is made even more difficult by the fm that 

the music of one's own culture o h  seems completely transparent. Music appears to 

create its effects dirrctly, without any sort of mediation whatsoever? Music's ability to 

conceal its processes and to cornmunicate nothing/everything "directly" is largely 

responsible for its peculiar power and prestige in society.*' On the other hand, it may be 

said that traditionai fonnai analysis, aimed at delineating musical shape, was always 

meant primarily as a description of the musical object, or perhaps of whaî wmprehending 

listenets heard on a subconscious level, rather than king promoted as a requirement for 

or avenue to musical appreciation.P 

The act of listening provides continuity between al1 popular music analyses. The 

one element that remains constant is the music itsetf. Because of its continuous existence 

19 Jerrold Levinson, W i c  in the Moment (Ithaca: Comcll University Press, 1997): x. ' Robert Wdtcr and Susan McCIary, "Sm Making Smse!: Musisology Wrestles With Rock," in On 
Record: Rock Pop, d t k  Written Word, cd. by Simon Frith and Andrcw Goodwin (New York. Random 
House, 1990): 278. 
*' ibid. 

Levinson, x. 



in a recordeci fonn, it can be referred to time and time again, with each listening either 

reinforcing or revealing musical elements that c m  contribute to the analysis. This does 

not differ h m  art music because the manuscript cm be referred to repeatedly, however, 

. the definitive performance for a piece of art music does not exist in the same manna as 

popular music does and an aaalyst studying sociological face& would not nfer to the 

score in the same way he or she refers to the recording. The act of listening produces 

diverse results depending on the discipline of the analyst. For the sociologist, listening to 

the Sex Pistols would not reveal the intrinsic musical elements, however scarce they may 

be; instead the timbra1 and aural quaiities provide idormation that would serve to explain 

the cultural movement known as punk. The music provides an aura1 representation of an 

entire sub-culture and not just an ill-mannered, vulgar rock band. In order for a mm- 

musicological study to be successful, musicai activity actually plays a bigger role than the 

sociologists will admit. But at this level, the music becornes opaque and the musicologist 

is asked to reconstruct those levels of mediation that have always seemed so transparent. 

And these levels of mediation cannot easily be explaincd in words that mean anything to 

the Mener, sociologist or othenuise? 

Videos and listtning 

Conternporary popular music is available in various fonns, some petmanent and 

some not. Video channels like Canada's MuchMusic and MTV in the United States 

basidly serve music in the same marner as AM radio stations of the 1950s and 1960s. 

There is a hit parade, artist fatures, golden oldies, and new releases. They now play the 

most important part in the marketing of popular music, especially to the youth market. 

Walser and McClary, 278. 



The DJ (disc jockey) of old, an anonymous voice, has been replaced by the VJ (video 

jockey), a pnïonality thet is visually representative of the musidvideos they "play." 

Getthg a video played on the video channels is as important to the carrer of popular 

music artists as getting the record played on the radio. Both feats must be accomplished if 

where videos are concerned. The meankg of the text has already been decided and 

prcsmtd to the viewer as definitive by virtuc of the playing of the vidco itself. No longer 

does the listener have to imagine what the song is about, now the images are ptesented in 

full screen and stereo. The intimacy of the listening experrience has becorne a social event 

shared simultaneously in different iocatioc~s by different people al1 watching the channel 

at the same time. 

If the recording can be considerd a score, then videos aiso couid be conceived of 

as a score or a visual representation of textual meaning dong with the performance. But 

unlike recordings, videos are not really permanent. Wnless the video of a particular artist 

is taped at home, or purchased in a collective form, the performance is lost once the video 

is over? So how relevant then, is the video for a musical analysis? Certainly if the focus 

of the analysis is on performative qualities of gesture, image, and personality- as we 

fkd increasingly in the study of opera, for exarnple-the video would take precedence 

over the recording, buî if the focus is prirnarily musical, the video can only provide 

additionai information that augments that of the recording. But does the video skew the 

musical analysis and is it really relevant if it is not permanent? If affect, meaning, and 

Collections of  v i b  by spccific artists arc available as am DVD copies of performances. Cornparcd to 
the numbcr of videos show on MuchMusic or MTV, the cornmucial collections ah fcw and far bawccn. 
Only certain artists bave thtir videas avaiïable in this menner and most times it is oniy five or six videas 
comparecl to a CD of twelve to thirtan songs. 



understandimg are the desired results h m  a musical analysis, then the musicologist's 

work is donc. The meaning is presented visually in the video, but is it meaning that can 

be related to the music on tenns other than visual? The video producer has a large role in 

the mation of the video and, as a result, the ensuing images of meaning. Again, the 

producer, îike the opera stage director performs a musical act when deciding what 

images, canera angles, and dits would best m e  the song by nrst listening to it. Ancl 

then intcrprctation is packagecl ncatly and ptescnted to the public without quiring any 

thought, a khd  of Cole's Notes of musical affect, The listener does not pmject his or her 

images onto the music, instead it projects images onto the listener. 

The immediacy of the video experience places a higùer importance on watching, 

rather than lîstening. Fiction and reality cdesce into "simulacra," where the celebration 

of the lwk-the surfiices, textures, and the self as commdty- thmtens to reduce 

everything to the ixnage/representation? On the 0 t h  hand, because video and sound are 

Iinked, the musical eXpenence becornes internalized in the same manner as intirnate 

listening, usually without the listenerlwatcher king aware. Dan Rubey asserts that 

unpacking the various codes of music videos is cornplex because of their densely allusive 

c~nstruction.~~ 0, one hand they resemble television shows and films, yet on the other 

these familiar markers are condensed into rapid-fire irnagery and the larger textual 

meaning they refer to with this fht-forward narrative becornes somewhat pmblematic. 

And since videos move at such a rapid speeâ, they have to resort to iconic themes and 

images to avoid degeneration into random incoherence?' The larger textuality of videos 

a Dan Rubey, "Voguing at the Carnival: Daire and Planuc on Mn," in Prwsent Terne: Roc& and Roll 
and Cd-, ai. by Anthony DcCwtis (Durtuun: Dukt University Press, 1 992): 236. 

Ibid., 242. 
27 Ibid., 24243. 



can contribute to the srnailet text reading of musical analysis, but their impermanence 

deiivers fleeting glimpses of rneaning. 

Conclusioa 

The andysis of a score or transcription is one of the tools available to the 

musicologist studying popuiar music. The vaiidity of the rock transcription is as much a 

concern as the vaiidity of a Renaissance transcription. Botb versions rely on someone 

else's ears. Because popular music exists as a recordeci medium, the transcription in some 

ways becomes moot And then, for the rnusicologist, it is not a question of accuracy, 

rather one of usefulness. How much transcribed information is enough versus one that is 

instnunent-specific or none at dl? For an analysis of a rock son& the analyst unfamiliar 

with the nuances of electric guitar style would not recognk the "sound" emanatllig h m  

the recording. A guitar transcription could include performance elements like the type of 

distortion device or something peculiar as "shake pickup seiector raipidly."28 Unlike art 

music, the transcription becomes secondary in the analytical process. The score, on the 

other hmd, be it recording, video, or performance takes pnority over a subjective element 

iike a transcription. The wnsFriptioa becomes useful in the analysis only for the 

information it c m  bring and should not be reliecl on as the definitive rrading of the song. 

Popular music's existence and prestige in contemporary culture is reflective of 

socio-cultural aspects that are communicated M y  through the discursiveness of the 

music itself. It remains pemment in recordeci fom, thereby replacing the manuscript of 

old. It flashes through our lives on the television screen bombarding us with images and 

- 

'a By sustaining a chord or note on the eleccric guitar, the guiiana can dter the !one of the sustained note 
by rapidly shaking the pickup sclector switch through its various scttings. This pcrforniancc note can be 
found in the transcription of Randy Rhoads' "Suicide Solution." This is similar to performance indications 
iikc "bang piano lidn on the scores of twentieth-century compose=. 



sounds simuheously. Popular music artists are deified by their fans, abhorred by others, 

and ignored by rnany. Most times the music exists at the same time as its creator does, 

and it is considered representatjve of a cultural segment of society, a disenfhnchised 

youth, or a r e m  to traditiondism. The aura1 immediacy it posscsses aad the abiiity to 

repeat that same immediacy again and again is unique among art forms and it is 

portable-something others are not. 



1 am a rock musician, a mirror. 

Pctc ~ownshend' 

The varying methods of popular music analysis enable differing approaches, and 

as a result, methods tbat were traditionally resewed for art music have becorne modifiai 

to suit the new subject. Musicological enalysis of popular music now includes 

ethnomusicologicai practices of considering culaval elements and discovering how music 

interacts with a particulsr society, dong with some sort of traditional analysis of 

harmony. Some critics assert that traditional theoretical methods of analysis are fonndist 

in nature and inappropriate, others contend the methods work just fme. Regardless of the 

opinion, an examination of the varying metlidologies is needed to unpack the ways of 

unpackhg meaning. 

Linear Anamis 

Ever since musicologists have undertaken the shidy popular music, the question 

of methodology has ban an issue for debate. The unique analyticai tmls possessed by 

musicologists and theonsts alike, the ability to analyse the inherent musical 

characteristics, an understanding of large-scale foms and the verbal means to express 

these fstors have resulted in various camps of analytical methods. One group proclaims 

the usefulness of linear analysis or Schenkerian ieductive analysis, another eschews 

Schenker in favour of a more traditional harmonic analysis coupled with sociological 

aspects. It should be noted that most Schenkerian analyses of popular music do not 



include sociological or cultural  aspect^ pa se. Rather, the methodology is used to show 

how certain structural or key points in the music contribute or create those aspects. Ah, 

much of the criticism aimecl at pponents of Schenker's system claim tbat only the 

music that fits the parameters of the methdology is examineed. One of the main 

arguments, as noted in Chapter One, is that historical musicological methods were 

designed for art music rather than popular music. Despite the fiict that on a very basic 

level, chords are chords whether they are in a symphony by Haydn or a song by Deep 

Pwple, many scholars feel thst some othcr kind of analysis should be used for popular 

music. Of the methodologies currently practiced, Schderian analysis fits the paradigrn 

of ''king for art music only" more so than any other. It was Schenker's theory, the tmth 

of which he made it his life's work to demonstrate, that al1 music, or at least al1 great 

music, which for him meant Western art music h m  Bach to Brahms, could and shouid 

be understood this waya2 

Those who employ a Schenkerian mode1 for the analysis of popular music, must 

rely on one of the basic tenets of his methodology. In orâer for Schenkerian rcduction to 

fundon w&y, voice-leading aspects must be underscored as important with regard to 

affect and meaning. If the methodology is applied as it was originally intendeb-'m other 

words, for art music h m  Bach to Brahms-voice-leading would be a critical element in 

the analysis. In spite of the fmt that popular music does not rely on voice-leading to the 

same extent as art music: theorists like Walter Evemt advocate the study of voice- 

' QuoCd in Dave Marsh and Kevin Stein, Tk Book of Rack Lis& (Dcll Publishing, 1981): 6. 
' Nicholas Cook, Music: A Vety Short Intrpduction (Oxford: M o r d  University Press, 1998): 95. 
This is not to say that the music o f  the Beatkr or any d e r  popular music nnia is devoid of voice-iading 

tlemcnts, mhcr any voicc-leiading is presmt on a lcvel that is internalized to an extcnt that it is rcndered 
alrnost non-cxistcnt. In such a guitar-based style, i ~ e r  puis (especially) do not obey conventional voice- 
leading des. Sec Allan F. M m ,  The Becdes: Sgt. Pepper 's Hems Club B d  (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1997): 27. 



leading as an expressive element in popular music and employ Schenkerian reduction to 

illuseate its application in paheps the most fmous wng by the most famous gmup: "She 

Loves You" by The Beatles. 

The strictest definition of voice-leadkg is that aspect of music concemed with the 

simultaneous motion of two or more parts. The unit of harmony is the chord; the unit of 

voice-leading is the rneiodic fine.' Ofcourse, the simuitaneous motion of several melodic 

lines can create chords. And it is hard ta conceive a progression of chords without the 

explicit or impiicit presence of melodic lines. In practice, therefore, the two principles 

interact and influence each othed There is, in fact, some semblance of voice-leading 

within the individuai instniments of the rock ensemble. Drums and bass guitar usually 

provide a rhytbmic and harmonie underpinning for chordal hstruments like guitar and 

keyboards, and thcrefore do not possess any overt sort of vobleading elements. In a 

medium-ttempo country song, the bass guitar normally plays the root and fim of the 

chord, usually at the hythmic level of a quarter note. Simple motlfive bass lines are not 

melodic; rather they provide the harmonic and rhythmic foundation for the progression, 

and at the same tirne, serve as an identifiable musical characteristic that defines both the 

genre and the type of song. There is, in fact, some semblance of voice-Leading within the 

individuai instnunents of the ensemble. Drums and bass guitar usually provide a 

rhythmic and harmonic base for chordal instruments like guitar and keyboards, and 

therefore do not possess any overt sort of voice-leading elementts. The guitar and 

keyboard, on the other hand, have voice-leading elements containeci within the movement 

' Walter Everctt, "Voict-lcading and Harmony as Expressive Dcviccs in the Early Music of iht Beatles: 
'She Loves You,'" Coliege Muric S ' h m  3 2  1 (1 992): 20. 

Edwad Aldwell and Car1 Schachtcr, Hannony a d  Voice kuding. second d i o n  ( Fort Wordi, et. at.: 
Hamourt Brace Jovanovich College Pubiishers, 1989): 60. 



of chords on the instrument As the song progresses and the chorâs change accordingly, 

miniature voice-leading lines occur naturaily h m  chord to chorû, dbeit without any 

intent on the part of Lennon and McCartney, especially with regad to the guitar. In other 

words, thete is no alto, tenot, or soprano voice, nor do the instruments of the popular 

music ensemble work like the instnimcnts of a string quartet or orchestra. 

Everett also contends that ''the tonal mechanism in a fàir amount of rock music is 

basal on counterpoint, not only et the surhce, but also et stniaural levels."' H m ,  his use 

of the term "counterpointn seerns misdkcted with regard to a composition as basic as the 

Beatles' "She Loves You." If cornterpoint is agreed to be the simultaneous motion of 

s e v d  melodic lines, which intertwine and coaiesce now and then to create chods, or at 

the very Ieast a chordd tadure, then counterpoint in the strictest sense does not exim in 

Everett's exaxnple. More impoaamly, the drums play a much larger role in popular music 

than an music, and therefore, are considered a "pmt." And for a rock and roll song like 

"She Loves You," or any other popular music song for that matter, drums do not act in a 

voice-leading manncr, nor do they act contrapuntally, strictly speaking. If the separate 

instiumeats and individual parts are examinecl, sornething resembluig oounterpoint can be 

found. Each instrument in the ensemble has a specific part to play and works 

symbiotidiy with the others to create a cohennt whole that is recognized as "She Loves 

You." In this way, the two guitars, bass guitar, lead vocal, harmony vocals, and drums 

codd be considemi as creating a contrapuntal texture, even though, as Everett notes, 

"neither John Lennon nor Paul McCartney were traincd in species counterpoht" 

Ibid. 
' ibid. 

%id. 



If Lemon and McCartney were ignorant of the d e s  of species counferpoint when 

they wrote "She Loves You," what can be gained then by identifjing such elements in 

their compositions? In addition to cornterpoint, Everett also contends that certain vocal 

effects or timbra1 qualities exhibit, exist as, and contribute to, structural points of 

importance: "In 'She Loves You,' expressive registral placement is marrieci to thematic 

[and structurai] design." This c l a h  cannot be accepted uncritically, but it is one that 

Everett adopts and attempts to prove with ductive analysis. Another tenet of 

Schenkerian reduction is the existence of foregrounid, middle ground, and background 

levels of activity, and it is at the foregnwid or surfâce level that Everett fmds a fanue 

that represents, for him, the point of greatest tension. The fmous falsetto "oohs" that 

Lemon and McCartney ofien used (dong with a shake of their haïrcuts that led to surges 

of audience hysteria), are singled out by Everett as points of greatest tension. The "oohs" 

occur over a dominant chord and before the chorus, "She loves you, yeah, yeah, yeah." 

Everett plaas much importance on this moment, elevating a simple vocalization used to 

elicit a response h m  the female audience to that of harmonic significance: (Ex. 3.1) 

nie surface featurr that represents the greatet tension, however, is 
the two-part falsetto %oh" . . . . . . . McCamiey's ecstatic ascent to the next 
octave . . . takes this inner-voice thought to its highest level of 
consciousness, while that fifh scale degrre simultaneously doubles 
the physically secure low D in the bas, intensifying harmonic tensi~n.'~ 

But evm after recognizing the "oohs" as an effect to duce female response (he 

elaborates this in a fmtnote), he contenâs that: 'The anaiysis of voice-leading, with 



emphasis on harmony, register, and thematic design, . . . can aiso get to the heat of 

coloinful musical expression, even that b d  in geniality, exuberance, and joy."" 

Ex. 3.1 : Voice-leading example in "She Loves YOU'"~ 

IE as Everett asserts, such a technique does indeed occupy such significance, then 

it would follow that the removal of said technique would result in Mme kind of hannonic 

or structural alteration. As well, the importance of  the technique would be underscored in 

other transcriptions of the song, just as d l  of the chords are notated and not missing. PVG 

" ibid., 35. '' lbid., 2 1. 



eanscriptions usually illuminate important elements and if Everett's contention is valid, 

the PVG readhg would ensure that the transcripption reflected the importance. However, 

the PVG transcription puts the bboohs" in the right hand of the piano, not the melody, and 

missing the note B thst forms the primmy composent of Everetî's tension: (Ex. 3.2) 

Ex. 3.2: PVG ûanscription of The Loves YOU"" 

Em 

It is the nature of PVG transcriptions to make certain that saiient harmonie, rhythmic, and 

structural elements are included. Because of the lack of the complete "OOhn harmony, the 

importance of such a part as a structural or tension-building element is not clearly nor 

adequately represented. Moreover, its Iack of delineation in the PVG transcription belies 

the importance Everett places on it. Tension can be found in the notes that Lennon and 

McCartney sing for the "aohs": the dyad B and D is sung in falsetio over a D major 

chord, creating a D6 instead of D. But if the song is played without using the "oohs," in 

other words, without the "trick" to coax hystencal responses h m  the female audience, 

the song still works and nothing is lost either harmonicaily or stnictudly, and this is 

shown with the PVG transcription as a single note in the vocal part. 

" 'Ihe Beatles, "She Loves You," The Complere Beatles: Piano, Vocai, Guizur, arr. Todd Lowry 
(Milwaukee: Hal Lconarâ Publishing, 1988): 236. 



Roponents of Iinear analysis feel that the methodology is appropriate for al1 

genres of popdar music. In addition to the Beatles, the music of neo-folk artists Sarah 

McLachlan and Tori Amos has been scnitinized using linear analysis. For example, 

Timothy Koozin suggesrp that the simple chord progression of Bm-G-DA found in the 

verse of McLachlan's, "Building a Mystery" is not "entirely simple to describe h m  the 

standpoint of functional t~nality."'~ Koozin States: "The tond polarity of D major is 

diffirsed through the cornpeting modaüiinear pattern mund B (Ex. 3.3) 

Ex. 3.3 : Harmonic patterns in "Building a ~ ~ s t e r y " ' ~  

Such unresolved chord progressions occur fkequently in popular music, and even though 

the modaVlinear pattern Koozin identifies may be explained as such, ofken progressions 

like this are created by accident. This is not to say that McLachlan somehow ''snimbleà'' 

upon a progression that alludes to both a major tonal centre and, as Koozin describes, a 

rnodaVlinuv pattern but rather the progression was used because it sounded good to the 

composer." Most poprock musicians are not trained in the conventions of harmonic 

14 Timothy Koozin, "Fumbling Towards Ecstasy: Voicc-lading, Tonal Stnicnirc, and tht Theme of Self- 
realization in the Music of Sarah McLachlan," in Ekpriession in PopRocù Mrrsic: A Collection of Critical 
a d  Atnziytical Eks4ys. ed. by Walter Ev- (New Yo*: Garland Publishing, 2000): 248. 
'' ïbid. 
l6 1bic1.349. 
" McLachlan docs have fonnal musical trcrining and it is possible that she "knew what she was doing." But 
l k  untrained songwritm, cvcn traincd ones opt for the progression that sounds the best and at the sarne 
time suits the harmonic netd of the melody and lyrics. 



thmw. Retrograde progressions, unresolved dominants, and seemingly odd chordal 

pattenis ail result not h m  clever usage of the d e s  of  harmony, but rather fiom what 

a d l y  pleases the songwriter. 

Like Everett, Tmothy Koozin's suggestion of voiee-leading in McLachlan's 

music alludes to hamionic conventions of art music that are problexnatic to identify in 

popular music. Ko& statcs: 

A hieracchical sppmach in the analysis shows how linear/modal chord patterns 
nested within iarger tonal fiameworks f o m  open musical structures that become 
artistic statements themselves.. . . A hierarchical analysis provides a means to 
acknowledge the dud mie of the A chord. At a local level, it can be interpeted as 
a lineadmodal chord elabrating B minor.. . . At a higher level.. . its 
prolongational role as fbnctionai dominant becornes clear. l8 

Accompanying the verbal explanation, the fàmiliar Schenkerian duction graph 

undeiscores his point (Ex. 3.4): 

Ex. 3.4: Voice-leading in "Building a ~ ~ s t e r y " ' ~  

KooPn's analysis of the Mque modaYmajor relationship that exists in "Building a 

Mystery" illustrates the hemionic language diat McLachlan empioys, but an examination 

of the chord progression alone would reveal the same thing that the hierarchical appmach 

'O Koozin, 247. 
l 9  Ibid., 249. 



is purported to i l i uminHinea r  analysis notwithstanding. Like Everett's analysis, the 

voice-leading elewnts that are shown in the graph are internai and not aurally obvious, 

so the importance becornes diminished by m e  of inaudibility and on a larger level 

voice-leading then becornes obfhcated and imlevant. As well, he places voice-leading 

elements that would occur in the chorâ changes at the foregound level and given the 

shrouding of interna1 voice-leading by 0th- musical b r s ,  placing these elements at 

another levei perhaps would have more relevance. 

For theorists, some explanation is both required and necessary for an 

understanding of harmonic use and style in both popular and art music. And while linear 

analysis can be usefial for the latter, it is not always effective nor necessary for the 

former. One criticism by non-Schenkerians is that the method is f o d i s t  and the music 

chosen for analysis most closely fits with the Schenkerian mode1 to begin with, or at the 

very least, it is easy to pour the pop tune into the Schenker mold. Everett denies the 

fomalism of his Schenkerian reductions," but his parcelling of musical activity to the 

three stringent levels fundamental to Schenkerian analysis seems to say otherwise. This is 

not to say that the methods that Everett and Ko& use are ineffective, but rather 

hietarchy, structural components, and voice-leading do not always make for the most 

informative analysis. Everett's analysis of "She Loves You" correctly illuminates those 

parts of the song that contribute to the o v e d l  affect, but importance is placed on other 

parts that may not be quite as significant as Everett would have his readers believe. 

Koozin's d y s i s ,  on the other hand, shows the rnodaVm8jor mixing that is present in the 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Walter Evcrett, "Confessions From BlueCmry Hcll, or, Pitch Can Be a Sticky Substance," in Expression 
in PopRock 1Ciirn'c: A Collection of Criticai dAncrlyticarrl Essqs, ditad by Walter Evcha (New York: 
Garland Publishing, 2000): 304. 



hannonic progression of "Building a Mystery," but again, reductive analysis is not 

n e c e d y  requed to expose such elements. 

Musicologists have generally avoided theohcal d y t i c a l  models like 

Schenkerian d y s i s - t h a t  domain is resewed for the theorists. But just as a vocabulary 

is needd by musicologists to adequately explain affect and meaning (without alienating 

the "uneducatedW listener), reductive analysis provides another fom of communication to 

assist in desnibing unique harmonic qualities or elernents of a particular song. Linear 

andysis may not be effective for every piece of popuiar music, or for any piece of 

popular music for that matter, and it should not be relied upon to expose charactenstics, 

inherent or otherwise, as being a priori. Most popuiar music analyses are Iargely 

speculative and the anaîytical mahodology being used to augment or prove the 

hypohesis of meaning runs the danger of becoming skewed to suit the object of study or 

to expose elements that may or may not be present. 

Harmonie analysis 

The traditional process of analysing chords using Roman numerals is a 

fiindamental methodological practice employed by botb musicologists and theorists. The 

musical language that makes popular music and serious music possible is that of tonality, 

which is not a massive, immobile system but a living, gradually changing language h m  

its beginnùig?' Tonality is a hierarchicai amangement of the triads based on the naîural 

hannonics or overtones of a note? h order to detennine chord fhction, certain 

" Charles Roscn, nie Ciassicaf Sîyfe: Haydn, Mozari. Beethoven, expanded edition (New York: W.W. 
Norton and Company, 1 997): 23. 

%id It should be noad that the hierarchy mentionrd with regard to the tonal synmi is not the MK as 
Schenlrcr's hienirrhy of fore, middle, and background. Tond hierarchy cefers t6 chord fimction, with the 
himuchical arrangement begiming with the tonic chorci, 



attributes are prescribed for the chords that encompass the harmonic vocabulary of the 

rnajorhinor tonal system. Terminology identifies the structurhg of chord fûnction, such 

as tonic, dominant, sub-dominant, and so on. The two primary instruments useci by most 

popular music songwriters are the piano and guitar. As such, the harmonic 

accompaniment to pop melodies consists of f&ly conventional chord progressions that 

can bc identicd to other songs, or harmony thaî could be considered "new." The 

similarity of chord progressions stmtches across al1 genres of popular music and jazz as 

well. Conventionai progressions such as the twelve-bar blues, thirty-two bar sang form, 

and the ubiquitous "ice-cream change" of 1-vi-IV-V largely determines the hmnonic 

vocabulary of many genres of popular music. 

Because of popular music's unique existence as both a cornrnodity and an art 

fom, a level of understanding must be attributed to the audience that presupposes the 

acceptance of a particular song or album. Harmonic progressions that sound unusual, or 

require more intellectual activity on the part of the listener than is usually needed, o h  

result in a limited audience for the genre, like blues and jazz, or, to an extent, progressive 

rock. Those sangs that "hit" or are successfûl by virtue of sales and chart positions, are 

easily accessible by the majority of the consuming public and, generally, feature harmony 

that is relatively simple dong with instrumentai and melodic hooks. It seems painfblly 

clear that whm record sales of the various pop music genres are compared, that the 

simpler the son& the more popular it becornes. This is not to diminish those songs that 

becorne ''number onen or sel1 millions of albums; raîher, it is a testament to the ability of 

the songwritci to naA a composition thaf in four minutes or las, captures the collective 

imagination of the listening public. 



Harmonic analysis cannot by itself constitute the sole method by which we 

analyze popular music, and the same can be said fo, linear analysis. Omng to the 

harxnonic simplicity of popular mgs, harmonic analysis can only reveal musicai 

characteristics tbt are overtly present or exist at the level of hamiony. Lynyrd Skynyrd's 

"Sweet Home Alabaman (1974), while king harmonically facile, carries its meaning in 

the lyrics in a manner similar to the songs of Bob Dylan. Repetitive chord progressions 

that cycle continuously through al1 presentations of the verses, choruses, and improvised 

solo sections as well, do nothing more than underscore the lyrical content which holds the 

majority of the meaning. In the case of "Sweet Home Alabama," meaning lies in the 

"south's gonna nse again" attitude of both the band and the lyrics: 

Big wheek kcep on tuming 
Canymehometoseemykin 
Singing son@ about the southland 
1 miss old "Barny" once again 
And 1 think it's a sinf3 

Interestingly, the harmony of "Sweet Home Alabama" consists of t h e  chords that allude 

to both G major an& at the same time, D Mixolydian. The m g  begins with a D major 

chord and the rest of the progression is immediately presentecî establishing the hannonic 

motion and rhythm. A harmonic analysis reveals that the three chords of the Song, D-C- 

G, live either in G major as V-WI, or in D Mixolydian as I-MI-N. Indeed, neither the 

melody nor the guitar impiionsations connmi either tonal or modal centre. Depending on 

the " m d  of the guitarist, the hannonic sense c m  be swayed toward G major or D 

Mixolydian simply by emphasizing a "G-ness* or a 4'Dness." 

73 Lynryd Skynyrd, "Swat Home Alabaman G ~ i ' d P I c i t i m r m  MCAS-1 1008 (Duches Music 
Corpotetion and Hustlcr's Inc., 1974). Written by Ronnie Van Zant and Gary Rossinen. 



Harmonic analysis is by far the most wmmody used methcd by musicologists 

and thwrists. It giva the analyst a sense of the harrnonic iiaaac of the song and posits the 

meaning on top of the hamony. This meam that genre d, iadeed, meaning are 

dependent upon musical elements that ainwt be cbanged without altering the affect that 

is inherent in the music. Like linear analysis, harmonic analysis without other ancillary 

elernents can l ave  the analysis shallow and devoid of meaning. Becaw of the simplicity 

of the harmony, sociological and cultural aspects play a much larger part in an analysis of 

popular music than one of serious or art music. Uniike linear analysis, most hannonic 

analyses are coupled with socio-cultural aspects and these extra-musical characteristics 

are recognized as beig part of and necessary for a meaningfirl interpretation. It is of 

primary concern to the anaiyst to incorporate extra-musical &ors because of the 

closeness between popular music and Society. in psrticular, rock music has posed is own 

distinct threats: arising in a time of social upheaval, it has reflected, accompanied, 

enableci, and at times even constituted the rumblings of that ~ p h e a v a l . ~ ~  

Harmonic conventions in popular music, and rock music in particular, that on the 

SUCfbce seem "abnormal" or an aestheticaliy significant departure h m  standard practice 

are actually quite conunon For example, in rock music h m  about the mid-1960s the use 

of the flatted seventh scale degree constitutes standard practice and creates a stylistic 

variable that becornes normative by virtue of common usage by rock musicians. in 

addition, modality becomes a deteminhg k t o r  in the compositionai process. The flatted 

sevcnth places a particular song in an apparent Mixolydian mode. M e r  modal 

suggestions are found in rock music that have become compositional and stylistic 

" John Covach. "Rcface." in Uitderstanding Rock E s s q  in Muical ArrPlysis. cd. by John Covach and 
Graeme M. Boonc (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997): v. 



conventions. Neil Young's "Cinnamon Girl" exists in a Dorian world and other examples 

can be found ranging h m  Phrygian in the music of Metallia, to Lydian in J o e  Sairiani's 

music? 

The use of hmonic analysis becomes not just a study of îhe c h d  progression, 

but a determination of the tonal centre of the song. Despite the fact that on the surface 

some rock songs seem to be in one mode or awthcr, offai alterations are made by the 

musician, not usually consciously, to -te a harmonic progression that involves al1 

major triads. Most rock musicians are self-taught and k k  the harmonic vocabulary or 

knowledge that composers of art music possess. Instead, it is very much about what 

"sounds good," or, at a very base level, ueasy to play." For elecriic guitar, power chords 

are the primary chordal s o d  and because of the lack of a quaîity-defininn third, it is a 

simple task to play over a minor-sounding b a s  line and suggest a "major>' sormd? This 

duality of existence, both major and minor, is the essence of the rock music "sound," and 

hamonic anaiysis c m  serve to illuminate this in a language that can be intellectualized 

and undersmai, and in turn, directed toward the socio-cultural elements that coincide 

with the musicai. 

Rock and it9 Classical Bomwings 

Rock is an extremely malleable genre, easily absorbing influences h m  jazz, 

reggae, country, foUr, gospel, and art music. John Covach expiores the ways in which 

Yes, a landmark group in the progressive rock movement, fuses aspects of Western art 

- - -  - 

25 For a discussion of mck music hannonic ~~l~vrnt ions sec: Moore, Rock- Tirc Primmy T e s  (1993). 
Evcrctt, "Confessions From Bluckrry Helt, . . . (2000). 
POWCT &O& me essentid for rock music. They n a dyad con- of a ma and its f i f i .  O f h  

signal ptocessing deviccs such as distortion pcâals are uscd, along with tfie siight muting of the strings by 



music and early '705 rockon His malysis of the music of Yes draws on culaPal aspects 

regadhg the evolution of progressive IO&, historiography of the band, and analysis of 

hamony, text, a d  form. Stanàard notation is wed to iilustraîe points of interest in the 

music such as plymetric schema between instnunents and non-metrical aligament: 

(Ex. 3.5) 

Ex. 3.5: Polymetric scheme and MNI metrical alignment in *Ciose to the ~ d ~ e " ~ '  

Polymetric schcmc bctwc.cn parts in A-section verse 

Nonaligned meters between parts in A'-section verse 

Progressive rock's stylistic normative practice of fushg so-called uclassical" music 

cotlventio~ls with those of rock, msults in Covach's reliance on traditional musicological 

mahodology to underscore his anaiysis and, correspondingly, the music of Yes. Stylistic 

meldig alludes to the classical mode1 and Covach notes that the fiigato section of "Close 

the p a h  which crcatcs the "munchn chat so much rock . Power chords are designateci in 
trnpiiptiair by a super-script 5 along with the mot notcm. 
27  CO^^, "PhfaCC," viii. 
'* Covach, "Rogrrssive rock.. . ," 13. 



to the Edgew is a key component in c&ng both otylistic and structurai reference to 

classicai music? (Ex. 3 -6) 

Ex. 3.6: "Close to the Edge" fugato30 

Covach labels this particda se- of the song with an art music texm and explains it 

thus: 

. . . the sitar and electric b a s  begin a pseudobamque figure in C major 
and are joined by the pipe organ playing t h e  statements of a melodic 
figure ... . The initial statement of the organ figure is imitated at the 
octave and at the fifteenth as these three statements of the figure 
ascend regiseally.)' 

Whether or not this wnstitutes a tnie fugato is immaterial., and on the surface Covach 

appears to be guifty of the same misappropriation of classical terminology as the 

rechictive d y s t s .  The ciifference lies in the aiEt thai Covach uses a c l a s i d  music tenn 

ttiat adequately m e s  the example. What he is wt &hg, is tryirg to allude to some hgai 

aspect, whether it exists or mt, that is the major trrrnsmittcr of meanhg for the entire 

song. What is important is that Covach needed some way to explain this segment. He 

John Covach, "nogrrssive Rock, 'Clox to the Edge,' and the Boundaries of Style," in UnrAersrandiing 
Rock: Essays in k i c d  Anofysis, cd. by John Covach and Graemc M. Boonc (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, ! 997): 1 1. 
30 Wi. 



asserts: "There is nothing problematical about employing standard analytical techniques 

to such a passage,;"* aud he considers the harmonic progression and voice-leadhg to k 

sterrotypically "classical." The language and terminology he uses cornes h m  the 

domain of music theory, and at face value, the musical passage most closely resembles 

the Baroque ideal of a Mato. It may not be a fbgato, stnctly speaking, but the 

tenninology and refercncing suggests that it is in order to help explain and understand the 

musical moment in the best way possible. 

Despite the stylistic melding, there is an apparent dwiation h m  standard 

harmonic practice, through the altedon or bomwing of chords that rock music readily 

adopts as "usual." Covach points out that a progression such as A minor - G major - A 

minor - B minor, as found in "Close to the Edge," and the general lack of a stnicturally 

significant leading-tone G# would be considered deviations h m  the tonal nom. But if 

the more conventional progression i - V - i - iio were to occur, for rock music it would 

consthte stylistic deviatiod3 

Covach notes that within the developing progressive-rock style, many groups 

incorporated aspects of art-music practice. Yes and Jethro Tu11 created pieces of extendecl 

length, Genesis used operatic aspects in their song texts, and Gentle Giant incorporatecl 

traditional contrapuntal writing, while King Crimson exploreci cornplex metrical 

schemes, atodity, and b f o r m  improvisation.u It could k argued that the use of 

traditional musicological methods to analyse progressive rock would be fitting because of 

the similarity of conventions to serious music. And a similar argument could ôe made 

'' Ibid " Ibid. '' Ibid., 10. 
Ibid., 4. 



with regard to Robert Walser's analyses in Running With the Devil.- Powe, Gender, and 

Miakess in H' Metol MUpic (1993), in which Walser points out (sometimes 

superficially) the stylistic similarities ùeîween motivic and hannonic sequences in heavy 

metal music and the music of the Baroque period. Given that both of these analyses serve 

to iiluminate and justi@ somewhat the merging of art music practice with that of rock, it 

would sam thet eeditional musicological analysis would be appropriate for these genres 

of popdar music. If art music conventions exist, something Covach and Walser assert 

emphatically, then analytical methodology "reserved" for art music is both proper and 

necessliry to unpack the affèct and meanhg of heavy metal and progressive rock. 

However, this position nms the ri& of segregating only those foms of popdar music thet 

confonn to art music conventions as king "worthy" of study by traditional musicologieal 

means. 

Walser, like Covach, uses harmonic analysis coupled with soçio-cultural aspects 

and literary theory to define, describe, and analyse heavy metal music. and he illuminates 

the cross-genre pollination that is omnipresent in the music. To compare heavy metal 

with culturally more prestigious music is entVely appropriate, for the musicians who 

compose, perform, and teach this music have tapped the modem classical canon for 

musical techniques and procedures that they fuse with a blues-based rock sensibi~it~.'~ 

Walser focuses on four heavy metal guitarists; Ritchie Blackmore, Eddie Van Men, 

Randy Rhoads, and Yngwie Mahteen, their influences and style, dong with analyses of 

Van Halen's "Running With the Devil," and 'bEnipti~n,n both fiom the debut album Van 

HaIen (1978). What sets Walser's analyses spart h m  thosc of Covach is that, owing to 

" Robert Waiser, Ruaàg With the Devil: Pomr.  G e d r ,  and Mhhess in Heavy Metal M c  (Hanover: 
Wcslcyan University Press, 1993): 59. 



the dominance of the electric guitar in heavy metal, Walser relies on transcriptions that 

emphasize the guitar parts:M (Ex. 3.7) 

Ex. 3.7: CPder i~ ,  nOm Ozzy Osborne's "Suicide 

Walser labels this section a cadenza and analyses it in a rnanner similar to that of Covach: 

Like Bach's cadenza, Rhoads's invokes the toccata.. . In both, an 
impressive array of virtuosic figuration is explored, until a disorienting 
meltdown leads to a long dnve toward a cadence. In Rhoaàs's solo, the 
hatrmonic mnfbsion precedes a lengthly tapped section, which itself melts 
dowd8 

" 'Ihis is not to sny that guitu pua arc the only ones availabk, rather it is rare to find a Uscoren that 
contains aii the instruments of a pariicular ensemble and the individual parts playad. Drum notation is 
virtually u n h d  of in the rock music world, but transcriptions for bas guitar arc prcvalmt dong with 
PVG (piano, vocal, guitar) transcriptions of popular rock mes .  
'' WaIser, fi5 
38 Ibid., 8 1. 



Walser is comparing the live guitar solo by Randy Rhoads, former mernber of Ory 

Oshourne's band, in "Suicide Solution," h m  Osboume's double-live album Tribute 

(1987) to Bach's extraordinary harpsichord cadenm for the fïrst movement of his 

Brandenburg Concerto No. 5. 

Classical terminology like ûxcata, cadenza, and cadence are evidentiy adequate 

for Walser and he uses it liberally to describe the music of Rhoads, in spite of the vast 

diffmnce a d l y  and aesthetically between Bach and Ozy Osbourne. The influence of 

classical music is evident in heavy metal and Walser incorporates aspects of Baroque 

performance practice and harmony into his analyses. One of the primary electric guitar 

@ormance practice techniques for heavy metal music involves "tapping," or the nrning 

of notes with the picking hand. Few guitarists had used tapping, but Edward Van Halen 

pushed the technique to a level that astonished other guitarists and, at the same tirne, 

created a new expansion of the instrument's capabilities, the most important technical 

innovation since Jimi ~ e n d r i x ? ~  

To describe the musical rhttoric Van Halen had single-handedly eicvaîed to an art 

form, Walser again uses the example of of J.S. Bach: "Edward Van Halen's development 

of two-handd techniques for the pitar is comparable to J.S. Bach's innovations in 

k e y b d  fingerings.'& Bach's use of the thumb for harpsichord playing, previously 

unheard of or Littie practiceâ, is cornpared to Van Halen's appropriation and mastering of 

the two-handed kpping technique?' Additiodly, Vivaldi bemmes the ternplate for 

guitar figuration in the solo of 'bEniption:" 

Ibid., 70. 
* Ibid. 
" Ibid 



nie h d  section of U E ~ p t i ~ n w  is wholly tapped. Hm the 
pitches are formed into arpeggios outlining triads. Van Hala's 
rhythmic torrent of sextupleîs energizes a rclatively slow rate 
of hannonic change, a strategy learned h ~ivaldi? 

Certainly, the cornparisons between classical masters and heavy metal virtuoses test@ 

not only to a cross-pollination of genres, but common analyticsl techniques as well. For 

Walser, apprppriating classical music terminology assists in the positing of heavy metal 

vVtuosos alongside those of the classical realm: "Engaging the listaier with the 

conventions of tonal progress and then wilfùily manipulating bis audience's expectations, 

Van m e n  reiterates Vivaldi's celebration of the rhetonc of the virtuos0."4~ Walser, in 

same ways, elevates the subjects of his analysis to that of the classical mastem. By 

cornparhg Eùward Van Halen to Li- for example, the music of Van Halen is 

historicaily and academicaily valideted. For the reader without forma1 musical training 

(which wodd include most rock musicians themselves) much of Walser's writing will be 

irnpenetrable and overstated, but for those who understand the musical taxonomy, the 

analyses describe very musical events. 

Walser's book reflects the new rnanner in which popular music is being 

examined. Like art music, popular music and rock in particular has developed a 

descriptive language that is very much isolated to the domain. instrument-specific 

teminology likt whammy bar, pickup, and distortion h o m e  n o d i z e d  by vime of 

common practicc by musicians in the same maMa as instrument terminology for violins, 

oboes, bassmns, and bras. Motive and phrase become lick and riff. Because rock music 

as a community bas adopted its new performance practices as &mg normative, involving 

analfical techniques t h  underscore and describe these same elements is necessary and 

42 ibid. 



viable for an anaiysis of music Iike heavy metal. It should not be assumed that tablaime 

transcriptions or the inclusion of traditional musicologicai methodologies is wque  or 

projwietary for heavy metal and progressive rock analysis. C h  the contrary, harmonic 

analysis of other fonns of popular music c m  also be found thaî use similar, if not the 

same, methods as Walser and Covach. 

It would seem that harmonic analysis likc linear analysis is best m e d  when the 

musical characteristics of affect and rneaning are bmught to the fore. The difference lies 

in the communicative power of both methd .  Liear analysis is a specialized 

methodology that ody  a privileged few within the halls of academia are able to 

understand. It meam nothing to those who cannot follow the reduction graphs. Ch the 

0 t h  hand, traditional musicology gives more opporhinity for dissemination because the 

anaiyst can use as Little or as much musical terminology and notation as he or she desires. 

Instead of being slaved to a reduction graph to illustrate the point, hannonic analysis can 

reveal the same point and allow the amount of musical tenninology to be dictated by the 

hmonic  complexity of the music itself. 

Allan Moore's analyses of the Beatles' pivotai 1 967 album, S ' .  P epper 's Lonely 

Nearts Club Ban4 goes so far as to combine elements of harmonic analysis and linear 

analysis. Moore addresses the question of linear analysis in his book Rock: The Primuv 

Text (1993) and states: 

It is hard to argue that ' s ~ e '  and 'background' are inappropriate 
concepts for popular musics, but it cannot be unquestioningiy assumed 
that those procedures for grnerathg a surface fiam a middlepund 
that are normative in mnai concert music will necessarily apply to 
these rnu~ ics .~  

43 Ibid., 75. 
Moore, Rock Tke Prim- T m ,  12. 



Moore appears to be eschewing linear analysis, however, a modi fied version serves his 

purpose in the Sgr. P q p r  analyses. Moore points out that the attentive reader will notice 

the graphic vocabulary employed is bomwed h m  Schenkerian theory, however, he 

as- that the graphic di- are not intended to fimction as Schenkerian airalyses of 

the songd5 The melody of the Beatles' "Wiîh a Littie Help From My Friends" is shown 

to be static yet hidhg a structurai descent of a third nested among ascending thhls: 

(Ex. 3.8) 

Ex. 3.8: Voice-leadiag in "With a Little Help From My ~ r i e n d s ~  

45 M m ,  Thtr Beatles, 27. 
a Ibid., 3 1 



Moore's so-called modificaîion of Schenkerian reductive graphs still seem to place 

importance, or at least draw signifiant attention to, voice-leadhg as an integral 

component of the compositionai and communicative processes. 

Unlike Covach and Evereîî, who both employ art music temiinology, Moore's 

analytical vocabulary avoids terms like "cadenza" and "toccata," instead he invokes the 

taxonomy of rock music and the recording studio: 

He [Ringo] is placed ktionally to the kA in the stereo image, balanced 
by the b a s  fkactionally right . . . , while the constant backing supports him 
dead centre? 

M m e  attaches a musical significance to the act of recordhg production. By including 

the strra, piacement of the voices and instruments, the mixing phase of a recording's 

creation attains the same importance as the musical elements. Moore asserts that the 

placement of the lead vocal dudes to the persona of the singe? S t e m  placement 

becornes as important in character representation as a musically defining gesture does. 

Moore's flip-flop regarding reductive analysis pte~ents a new possibility, one of a 

combined methodology that incorporates both Iinear and harmonic analysis. As was 

stated previously, linear analysis provides an additional tool that may or may not be 

appropriate for al1 styles or genres of popular music. Moore takes the idea of Schenkerian 

analysis and tailors it to suit his needs, and despite his earlier criticism of the method, he 

fin& the concept usefiil. 

Formai anaiysis, a central issue in both traditional musiwlogy and theory, play an 

important d e  in the communicative and analytical processes. David Headlam explores 

-- - - 

" Ibid., 32. 



Cream's assimilation and transformation of blues songs and styles that is part of the 

widespread influence of Ameriaa popuiar music-jaw blues, rhythm and blues, and 

rock and r o k n  the development of British rock music in the late 1950s and 196ûs. 

Headlam discusses aspects of the model twelve-bar form that encompasses the majority 

of Mues soags. The standard hmlve-bar form is as follows: 

Fig. 3.1 Chord:I 1 0  I I  Iv IV 1 1 V 1 I(V):(I 
Bar: 1 2  3 4 5  6 7 8  910 11 12 

There is room for variation built in to the twelve-bar fom. The secand, tenth, and twelfb 

bars have aiternate harmony choices that, while existing as a normative factor, provide 

variation and diffcrcncc, the use of which is determincd by the sangwritcr. 

Headlam then undertakes a cornparison of Robert Johnson's original recording of 

"Cross Road Blues" with Cream's version fkam their Jbum FYheeIs of Fire (1968). Both 

songs, he notes, maintain the twelve-bar model, though Johnson's deviates siightiy by 

incorporating vsrying numbas of bars and beat~:'~ (Ex. 3.9) 

Ex. 3.9: 12-bar blues model cornparrd with Robert Johnson's ''Cross Road   lu es''^ 

Mode1 
Text A A B 
Harmonies I TV I v o l  
4-beat bars (hm) 123 4 56 78 9  10 If12 

Johnson 
Vme1(*1*234) 12.3456 78*910 1 1  12 13 14 15 
Verse 2 12 3 + 4 5  6 7  8 9 +10 1 1  12 13 14 
Verse 3 123 4 5  6 7 8 9  10 1 1  '12 13 14 
Verse 4 123 4 5  6 7 8 9  10 *11 '12 13 14 

(* = bar with three bcats, + = bar with five beats) 

'' iùid. 
David Hcadlam, "Blues Transformations in the Music of Crrun," in Understanding Rock Esscrys in 

&sicd Adysis. cd. by John Covach and Gtacme M. Boonc (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997): 64. 



75 

This elastic saise of phrasing results h m  Johnson perfonning by himself and having no 

need to adhere to the rigidity of form. Instead phrase-lengh becomes a component he can 

manipulate rfiet~ricall~.~' On the other hm& Cream obeys the conventions of form much 

more stringendy than Johnson, and standard notation shows the variations and 

cornparisons between the two versions of "Cross Road Blues:" (Ex. 3.10) 

Ex. 3.10: Motivic cornparison between Robert Johnson and c m s 2  

The disparity of form contributes to the &kt and meaning inhmnt in the song and 

despite the fact both versions are "the same song," the fluidity of the twelve-bar mode1 

aiiows for dinerent interpretations basod on the formai disparity. Headlam asserts that the 

irregularity of rhythm and variation in Johnson's recording suggest a personal, 

idiosyncratic vision in conmm with Cream's purist version, which while k ing  driving 

and p o w d ,  suggests the commuaal, overdriven state of society that surroundeâ the 

band in the 1960s:~ 

Headlam's cornparison reveals the inoongruency between Johnson's record'ing 

and Crram's and in addition, he derives a conclusion that could be undastood by simpiy 

50 Ibid., 64. 
*' Suva McClary, Conven~ionol Wisrdom: 2 7 ~  Content o f M i d  Fonn (Berkeley and L45 Angeles: 
University of California Press, 2000): 5 1. " ~cadlam, 7 1. 
" ibid., 72. 



listening to both recotdings. Moreover, a carefiil listening would undoubtedly reveal the 

rhythmic idiosyncrasies his notation so clearly points out, This is not to diminish 

Headlam's d y s i s  in any way, rather the points he il1uminates are obvious and his 

vOC8bulary rmd musical examples successfiiliy convey both the inherent meaning in each 

of the versions of "Cross Road Blues," and the sociologid consequence. As was 

previously nated in Chaper Two, the key issue here is that analysis of any kind mus 

begin first with the most basic of activities-listening, what the French cal1 "la forme 

sonore." Given that listening and interpretation can be subjective-in other words, 

different meanings for different peopl-if an analyst chooses to isolate particular 

musical elements that may or may not be heard equally by everyone, it does not serve the 

same purpose as a larger view with attention drawn to segments that enhance the 

stnictural and affective characteristics. In other words, isdating the larger elements that 

are aurally evident would serve the analytical purpose better than a microscopie rendering 

of questionable aura1 or musical chsracteristics. 

But characteristics of timbre do not create meanings or States in the sense that 

they determine their character. Nonetheless they cannot heip but cal1 forth a response that 

is affective, and a f f d v e  to a degree and rnan.net related to the unique characteristics of 

the sound." The material character of sound in music speaks directiy and wncretely to 

the individuai's awareness and sense of self that is pervasiveiy social and discursive in its 

mediation and nature." Timbre combmed with the formai and harmonic variables 

coalesce to mate the musical object that communicates affect and meaning largely 

dependent on the individual's (analyst and audience) expcriaice and aesthetic sense. 

" John Shepard and Pcter Wick, &ic md Cdhnal TIieory (Oxford: Blackwell Publishcrs, 1997): 1 18. 
55 Ibid., 164. 



Considerations of gender 

In the latter half of the twentieth cenairy, feminist criticism emerged in literary 

studies and art history. At the time there w m  formidable obstacles to b ~ g  those same 

questions to the field of musicology, but during the late-1980~ and 1990s feminist 

musiwlogy appeared with the work of scholars like Susan McClary. While not deaiing 

specifically with popular music, McClary docs explore the music of Madonna and the 

blues. "Gender-bending" pop artists like Prince and k.d. lang are also examinecl h m  a 

do-sexual aspect that a5tempts to find semiotic indicators in the music and text." 

Referring to Prince's stylish blues-fûnk sang "ICiss," McClary notes the following: 

"'Kiss' sets up a world in which unpredictable titillations, m o m ,  and caresses occupy 

the foreground, while the chords that guarantee coherence hover as an almot expendable 

b a c k d r ~ ~ . " ~ ~  In McClary's view the musical accompaniment becomes subservient to the 

erotic nature of Prince's vocal delivery and the suggestiveness of the lyrics. The 

prolongated twelve-bar fonn of the song becomes a vehicle that allows the affect and 

meaning to be piggy-backed on an awtere instrumental groove. Yet despite the slow rate 

of hamonic motion, the rhythmic activity is never still, with the majority occurring on a 

more local Level than that of the hamonic changes." Simplicity of hannony results in 

meaning lying elsewhere. Prince's sometimes-anhgynous image is reinforcd and 

cuitivateà in his music and videos, and McClary illuminates much of this h m  her 

feminist standpo'mt. 

" Some msy note mat Prince has changai his nmK to a syrnbd and prcfers to be lcnown as T h e  Ania 
Fomcrly Known as Prince," but he has sincc tcaimcd to his original moniktr. 

McClary, Conwntionol Wirdom. 155. '' Ibid., 154. 



In the male-dominated music industry, accordhg to McClary, Madoma 

represents the epitome of feminine control. McClary asserts that throughout musical 

history, women have been located in the discourse in a position of desire and dred-as 

that which must reveal male control or which must be purged as intolerable." Madonna's 

persona at once invokes the body and feminine sexuality, Iike Cannen or Lulu; but unlike 

ttiem, she rcfûses to be M e d  by a structure that will force her into submission or 

It is also McClary's assertion that Madoma's counter-narratives of fcmale 

hetemsexual desires are remarkable and challenge the established masculine parameters 

for female rock musiciansb' The overt sexudity of Madoma's music, which McClary 

calls a ''~fiisal of definition," enables girls to see that the meanings of feminine sexuality 

can be in their control and their subjectivities are not necessarily totally determined by 

the dominant patriar~h~!~ 

McClary envisions rock as a genre that is slavishly masculine. As a resuît, the 

limited number of fernale pdormers is because of a patriarchy or %oys club." "The 

options available to a woman musician in rock music are especially constrictive, for this 

musical discourse is typicaily characterized by its phallic back b e a ~ " ~ ~  Such senial 

analogies are cornmon in McClary's writing and she has been criticued for deriding male 

musicians, specificaily rock musicians, simply because of their gender-something a true 

feminist would not do." The verisimilitude of McClary's view is a result of cultural and 

socid n o m  that were in place when the recordhg industry and technological 

" Susan McClary, Fernini* M i n g s  (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Ras, 199 1): 152. 
Ibid. 

'' Md., 165. 
a ibid., 148. 

Ibid., 154. 



advancernents in musical instrument development were in their infancy. It is a i e  that the 

majority of achievements m u s i d y  and technologically during the seventy years or so 

the recording industry has ôeen amund, have been by males, but asserthg that the lack of 

women in rock is due to the phallic nature of the music diminishes the achievements of 

female artists like Joni Mitchell, S u i  Quatto, Heart, the Runaways, and the Go-Gos to 

name a few, not to mention the d o m s  of R&B fernale musicians who tecorded for 

Motown and Atlantic in the 1960s. 

Cultural Anabsis 

Popular music's unique existence as commodity, art form, leisure activity, and 

profession means that elements 0th- than the music can affect the manner in which the 

music is consumecl and perceiveci. The recording industry or market plays the largest role 

in the disseminaiion of popular music with actuai performance being secon-, usually 

relegated to pump up album sales. Once it was a perfoming art, with the focus on the 

performance, now it is a mere show- fiilly rehearsed and with no room for artistic 

~pontanei t~.~ '  Thmughout history music has been created for money, but the rewards for 

the creation of popular mwic have f a .  exceeded anything a Renaissance composer might 

have received. The elusive goal of al1 popular mwic artists is the coveted number one 

chart position. This means that the majority of the consuming public identifies with and 

has made an d e t i c  decision regarding the piece of music. The mass acclamation is 

translatecl into album sales and chart positions and this becornes a driving factor in the 

M At the risk of  sparkùig a debatc about fcrninisrn - fcminist philosophy dictates equality for al1 persons 
rcgardless of gcnder, race, scxual pfetence, or religion. See. Eve Browning Cole, Philosophy a d  
Feminist Criticism: An fntroduction (New York: Paragon Housc, 1993). 
65 Tbcodom Gracyk, Rigrth d Noise: An Aesthetics of Roc& (Durham and London: Dukc University 
Press, 1996): 177. 



creation of fùture compositions and artistic direction. Many times a debut album by an 

artist will sell millions, yet the sophomore release fails miserably, often yielding 

disappointing sales figwes. The careers of Meatloaf, Boston, and Alanis Morissette rode 

heavily on theii début dbums, and subsequent reIeases went virtually unnoticecl even if 

they sold weLM 

The charge that rock, or popular music, is corruptcd by money is fiequently r i de  

in the community itself, with some justification. Elvis Presley, the Beatles, and the 

Rolling Stones were al1 models of the shotgun wedding between manager and artist. And 

it seems fair to say that young musicians participate in their own exploitation in exchange 

for a manager's expertise:' "The price of an education," as Keith Richards has stated." 

Popular music flourishes because it sek, and it sells because it flourishes. There is an 

unholy alliance betwee~l the music industry, the record companies and managers, and the 

artists and their own personal "musical morality." The distance between artistic integrity 

and success generates a tension that consistently confuses attempts to grasp popular 

music as a fonn of musical expression~g Rock music in particuiar, has been hailed as a 

manifestation of Romanticism, the aesthetic movement that elevates the artist's 

onginality, emotion, spontaneity, and invention as the measure of aesthetic suc ces^.'^ But 

66 Some may note thu Ahmis' release of Jugged Li& Pill(1995) was in frt h a  thVd album. She had a 
succtssfiil amer as a tccn pop singer in Canada Hu stylistic change into angst-ridden female singer came 
a f k  a hiatus h m  the music business. As such, Jagged Lirtle Pill stands as a dcbut album for a much- 
masurcd and grown up Alanis Morisscttc. Also, "going unnoticedm for Alanis is a diffkrcncc of twmty 
million albums sold betwecn Jugged Linle PiU and the followiip rclease Supposed In$atrcation Junàie 
(1998). 
67 Gracyk, 177. 

Rolling Stones, 25 x 5: ine ContimingA&nftrries of the Rolling Stones, vidco pmducrd by Lome 
Michacls (1  989). 

Gracyk, 180. 
Ibid., 175. 



this success is not realized in some altruistic manne- by the artist, but rather by the 

bottom line. 

For sociologists, the phenornemm of popular music contains markers that 

iiiuminate affect and meauhg that exist outside the music per se. The inherent musical 

characteristics are of virtually no interest to the sociologist studying popular music. 

Unless the sociologist has had some musical training, elmients like fom, harmony, and, 

to an extent, rhythm, play linle or no role in their analysis. Cultural manifestations of 

inexûicably more to the "sounds" of the music and the rneaning of the text, rather than 

the music itself 

When popular music is viewed as a cultural or sociological phenornenon, most 

scholars avoid discussing specific songs or artists. The o v e d  effect on Society by rock 

musicians is of more interest than the hannonic movement through the guitar solo. 

Musical afïect and meaning exist as something ephemeral for the sociologist; instead 

these issues are found in the music's value. Despite value being an aesthetic element, and 

subjective in the same manner as listening, it is a f a  of popular music that can be 

examineci by sociologists. Just the spectacle of album sales places value at a Leve t that 

impacts aesthetic choices by the audience, performers, distributors, and critics. Simon 

Frith observes that value is deteminecl by the music indusîry: 

But then record companies don? just produce culturai co~lll~lodities 
and lay them out in the marketplace. They also try to persuade people 
to buy them, and this meam teUing the potential customer why the 
pduc t  is valuable?' 

" Simon Frith, Peéforwring Rites: On the Viziue of Populur Ahsic (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 
1996): 6 1. 



Another factor determinhg value in popular music cornes h m  the manner in which the 

music is disseminateâ. Popiler music is mediated, in 0 t h  words, available, througb 

various forms of media, and reaches us through recordings, film, and television; the 

artists reach us thmugh magazines, newspapers, and videan Al1 dong the creation 

proces, the song has been validaîed and valued as being "hit matenal," or "radio- 

fnendly." From demo tape to record store, a particular song has passed through various 

stages of value consideration. On a musical level, stylistic, textual, or formal changes are 

designed to ensute, or at the very lest hop, the song "bits." It frst attains value when 

the songwriter decides it should be perfonned, either live or recorded. The next test of 

muster cornes at the desk of a record company's Artist and Repettory department where 

the song is either accepted or rejccted, usually based on a cursory hearing of about thiay 

to forty-five seconds. If the song passes the test, it is then recordad and mariceted to an 

awaiting public with the prerequisite amount of indusüy hype that surrounds "the next 

big thing." Euphemisms like "the best," and "the greatest" are passed mund like key 

fobs at a plumbing convention, all designed to bolster interest and sales. This docs not 

-tee immediate success, however, for the song still has to pass thmugh the program 

managers of raâio stations and video television channels where value is detemineci by 

the demograpic of  the listenïng or viewing audience. 

The points r a i d  by culnual and socioiogical studies can benefit musicological 

analysis by studying h x s  like mass appeal and market acceptame. These tictors, in 

hun. must be stirrsd into the musicological adysis to increase its analyticai range. While 

in live musical experiences the musicians and their audiences arc joined by the 

" Ibid. 



immediacy of sound, in recorded music they are linked by an elaborate indmtry? And 

this industry and the genre of rock according to Fnth, has its meaning as a mass medium 

dependent on its relationship to youth CUINR?~ Frith made this observation during the 

period whai rock and popuiar music w m  king created primarily by "young" srtists for 

the youth culture. Presently, rock is still being creaîed for the same demographic, but the 

young artists ofthe '609, '703, and '809 are now ad* and, as such, their music is aimed 

at a midde-aged audience that has since p w n  up. The division between serious or art 

music and popular music is a conam thai is not exclusive to debates regardhg musical 

adysis ,  but also to studies of popular culture. Theodore Gracyk notes: 

Either we try to validate r d  by focushg on the small amount 
of it that lives up to traditional fine art values, or we fall prey to 
the prejudice that it has its own virtues, but is then a l e m  music. 
Eitha way we sumnder to the hegemony of ~~esthetics.'~ 

Gracyk is not attempting to diminish rock's value as an art fom, but instead he 

recognizes the aesthetic and cuiturai diffmnce between art music and popular music. 

Whereas art music is createù typically by an individual, popuiar music is most often 

collaborative, and whereas art music takes its own status as its primary content, as a 

commodity, popular music is more like pulp fi~tion.'~ The intellectual level of the 

audience demands an investment of cultural capital. Art music, uniike popdar music, 

teIliforces social distinctions and class barri- by encoding messages that alienate, 

confuse, or bore a les-educated a u d i e n d  Where ûracyk errs however, is in his 

assertion that bourgeois art is by "isdated individuals reading a book or viewing a 

Simon Frith, The SocioIogy of R d  (London: Constable and Company. 1978): 10. 
'' Ibid, 14. " Gracyk, 212. 
'' ibid. 
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painting." Gracyk forgea, or does not know, that much "serious music" that makes up the 

current canon also had popular roots. "EarIy rock and roll was often heard h m  a 

jukebox, and much of the audience still uses the music for dancing or for 0 t h  social 

gaîherings," he writes?' This is not a phenomenon exclusive to popuiar music, for art 

music was largely creaîeà for similas activities. The diffmna is the pmpinquity of 

popular music between creator and audience as it is d e l i v d  through mass media versus 

the distance between creators of art music and its audience despite the imrnediacy of its 

delivery in live pdomance. 

Musicological study of popular music usuaily includes some semblance of 

culniral placement, reception, and use. But the paucity of critical discourse on this b n t ,  

sociological and cultural studies aside, prescrits challenges and opportunities for the 

r n u s i c o l ~ g i ~ ~ ~  For Nadine Hubbs, the challenges &se insofm as the existing methods of 

music analysis, principally under the aegis of music theory, are originally designeci for 

Western art music, however the opportunities enable a poprock criticism that treats the 

signifiant mle of the music itselfm Hubbs asserts that a close rreding of musical works 

can proceed h m  the constant i n t e d o n  of sound, structure, social structure, lyrics and 

visual images, and dramatic and psychological meaning." 'ïhis view is not that far 

removed h m  the foci of sociological and cultural analyses, the added component being 

the analysis of the music itself. nie schism between musicological and sociological sady 

is largely founded on the particular language tiiat musicologists and theorists employ. 

" ibid. 
N d i i  Hubbs, "The imagination of PopRock Cciticism," in Expmssion in PopRock Muic: A 

Collection of Cn'ticuf d Anu&iccrl LFSSC~~S, cd. by Walter EvtrCtt (New York. Garland Publishing, 
2000): 4. 
" ibid. 
*' iôid. 



Music-specific taminology isolates those andysts who use it and the teaders who 

understand. As Simon Frith notes: 

One reason for the sharp diffêrence in discourse is ignorance. 
Most rock musicians lack forma1 musical training, and sa do 
almast ail rock commentators. They lack the vocabulary and 
techniques of musical analysis, and even the descriptive words 
that critics and fans do use-barmon melody, riff, beat-are h only loosely understood and appiied. 

Fnth is unapoiogebic for his ignorance of music adysis and he k l y  adrnits he does not 

"contribute anything to the musicology of rock."= 

n ie  other side of the coin would have musiçologists questioning whether they can 

contribute snythllig to the sociology of mck. Jdin Covach believes that adopting a 

singular sociological orientation is unnecessary. Insteaà, popular music should k studied 

because it is interesthg in that as a repertory it challenges some of ou. assumptions about 

what music is, how it can wok, and how we experience it" Rising to the challenge 

means that sociology works hand-in-hand with musicological analysis to reveal how 

popular music works, what it is, and how it is experienced. 

Hhtary and Cultural Casestudies 

The history of analyzing musical style has itself a long history dating back 

centuries and coming to hition with the musicological writings of nineteenth-cenniry 

scholars Like E.TA Hofbm and Robert Schumann. Popular music history, on the other 

haad, is a relatively new discipline owing to the "infancy" of the music. If conternporary 

uz Simon Fdth, Sound Eficts: Yourh. Lei= d rk Politics of Rock &ondon: Constable and Co., 
1983): 13. 
iW. 
John Covach, "WC Wm't Get Foolad Again: Rock Music and Musical Analysis," in Keeping &on?: 

M c ,  Discipiinari@, Culhaie, cd. by David Schwarz, Anahid Kassabian, and Lawrence Siegel 
(Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 1997): 85. 



popular music is considerd as having its genesis in the early twentieth century, then 

most pop music stars are l a s  thnn fie years old This is a considerable amount of time 

however, and siüing at the beghhg of the twenty-ht century the accomplishments of 

artists like Elvis Presley, the B d e s ,  Rolling Stones, and the countless other popdm 

music groups and artists are now king viewed h m  an histoncal perspective thaî can 

trace genesis, developrnent, influence, and cvolution 

The infiision of black hythms and style has been widely accepteci as one of the 

creative forces behind the evolution of canternpomy popuiar music. Martha Bayles in 

her book., Hole in Our Shi: The Decline of Beauty and Meaning in Amencan Popular 

Music (1994), contends that the black influence has been lost and instead replaceci by 

shock and sonic abuse. Bayles gives an accomt of the history of popular music citing 

black artists and yiauences dong the way, culminahg in an examination of current 

artists, exposing, in her view, a lack of substance in the music and the loss of black 

influence. In this case, history is used to shore up a hypothesis that many would view as 

mty. Rather than a "loss," popular music is well on its way to becoming homogeneous 

in a manner that is nch with influences. The stylistic lines between genres are rapidly 

becoming diffised as musicians adopt other rhythms, melodies, and genres, readily 

folding new elements into their own musical individuality. 

Timothy Scheurer examines the murring "myth of America" in his book, Born in 

the US-A.: The W h  ofAmerica in P o p f a r  Music Fmm Coloriial Times to the Present 

( 199 1) .  A history of popular music is presented that coincides with Scheurer's unveiling 

of the recuning "myth of America," which is, crcording to Scheurer: 



. . . presented in popular song: America is a vast, nigged, 
and plentifid land, whose destiny is providmtially 
guided by the hand of Gd, and where, because of the noble 
sacrifices of pilgrims and patriots in the cause of liberty and freedom, 
we enjoy unlimited opportunity, equality, and n c e d ~ r n . ~  

The myth is traced through the introduction of British bmadride ballads during the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries ta the music of contemporary artists like Bruce 

Springsteen and John Mellencamp. Scheurer sees popular music as important and 

historically comiected: "It is tbrough popular song-and the other popular arts as well- 

that our world (our country) is made articulate, intelligent, and significant."" The 

convergence of history, both political and musical, provides corroboration for Scheurer as 

he reveals Arnerica's "myth." Popular music history is not segregated to American music 

only. The history of Canaâian popular music is documented in Greg Potter's Hard Me 

Dmvn World: me C a d i a n  PopRock Paradox (1999). Potter is a rock j o m d i s t  and as 

such, the writing style is informal. He traces the development of the Canadian music 

industry and attempts to uncover the paradox: ". . . in quest to win international celebrity, 

Canadian musical artists have graduaily and unwittingiy lost their Canadian ider~tity."~' 

Potter's paradox makes for interesthg reading, but like Bayles, his hypothesis would be 

regarded as flawed by many. The Canadian music industry is younger than the Amencan, 

and the seemingiy un-nationdistic actions taken by oome Canadian artists is a direct 

nsult of the la& of media support and musicai infiastructure in their native country and 

not some d e s k  to shun Canada. Dwing the 1950s and 1960s. if a Canadian artist wanted 

to succeed in the music business, a move to the United States was necessary. Canada had 

as Tirnoth y Schcum; Born in the USA.: î k  W!h oflmerica in PoMar Music Fmm Colonial Times fo 
the Priesmt (Jackson: University Press of Mississippi, 199 1): 5. 

Ibid., 8. 



no recordiig studios, major record labels or managers, and in order for any kind of 

success to be aüained, the Canadian popular music artists of the mid-twentieth century 

were forced to relocate to America It was not d l  the 1970s, after the intemational 

success of the Guess Who, that a Canadian music industry was born, albeit with 

government assistance in the fonn of the Canadian Content Regulations. 

In addition to histories of popular music in general, genre-specific histories have 

ken writtai. The development of the blues is well documented in Giles Oekley's The 

M l ' s  M&c: A H i s t o ~  of the Blues (1997) and country music history is represented by 

Bill Malone, Joli Jensen, Richard Petasai, and Robert 0ermann." As well, biographies 

of popular music artists and aicyclopedias of couutry and rock music abound, mainly 

d e n  for the average music lover rather than for academic interest. The information 

containeci within these books and &ers contributes to ao overall understanding of 

popular music, its performers, and audience. History c m o t  be written without some 

consideration of culture, whether the history is about art music or popular music. Music 

history is intertwined with cultural and political history in a manncr that at tirnes seerns 

seamless. Major musical events can be linked to comspondiag historiai events that 

changed the course ofsociety and the lives of people. These books are by no means the 

only historiographies of popular music, the= are countless others and only serve as an 

exainple. In al1 cases though, authors avoid any discourse regarding the music itself. 

Artists and songs are mention& but specific musical elements are avoided. The musical 

-- 

" Greg Po- H d  Me h n  Wodd: ï k  Canadian PopRock Parida* (Toronto: Mscmillan Canada, 
1999): 3. 

For the h i i r y  of country music se: Bill Malone, Coumy Micsic USA. (Austk University of Texas 
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materials îhat are of interest to a musicological d y s i s  are ignored largely due to the fact 

that the authors lack the necessary v d u i a r y  and skills to adequaîely analysis the music, 

historid, cultural, and social boundaries aside. 

W e i  corniderations 

Semiotic and textual analyses are a d d i t i d  componcnts of popular music 

analysis that have received attention h m  scholars. Again, affect and meanhg are 

attributed to outside forces beyond and includimg the music itself. If music must be 

granted its own irreducible (though never pure) discursive moment, the correspondences, 

equivalences, and parallels that its sound-patterns suggest lie o h  not in the sphere of 

language but in that of gesture, somatic process, and tactile sensation." For Middleton, 

music's discursiveness can bc atüibuted to the physicaiity of the delivery and the 

reception. He posits the notion that confûsion exists over whether music belongs with the 

mind or body-a confusion deeply writtem into Western popular culture? Popular music 

criticism often divides attention in this area into the "groove" on the one hand, located in 

the music's danceability which is associateci with its "bodily" power, and discourses of 

sexuality and gender on the other, siniated in lyrics, singing style, ankspecially in 

most vide0 anaiysis-visual gesture and image?' 

These elements contribute greatly to the global understandimg of popular music 

criticism and anaiysis. While there has been no definitive mode1 accepted by 

musicologists, theorists, sociologists, and critics, the differing methodologies all 

Press, 1997); and Robert Ocnnann, Anenca 's M i c :  Z%e Roots of Country (Atlanta: Turner Publisbing, 
1996). " Richrd Middlcton. ''Introduction: Loacing the Popuk Music T a "  in Recding Pop: Approcrches tu 
T-I Ami'ysrS in PopUlm Mirsic, cd. by Richard Middlcton (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000): 1 1. 
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contribute unique elements, questions, and i da s  that cm be drawn upon, ignorecl, or 

modifieci to underscore and reveal affect and meaning. JemJacques Natîiez' concept of 

the tripartite analytical system, in which thrce lwels of musical mation and delivery are 

ali mncurrently examineci as k i n g  equal f s ~ * s  of the music's affective power. ailows for 

musicological malysis, cultural study, and consideraiions of audience response. Nattiez' 

semiotic LprOgramw has three "objects:" music existing in apie t ic  realm, or the world of 

the songwriter/composer and the @ormer, a trace or neutral level, where the music 

exists either as saxe, ncording, performance, or al1 thra, and an esthesic level, in which 

the receptor's response (body and mind) is blended into the previous two elementsg2 For 

Nattiez, an analysis of the neutral level is one where the anaiyst does not decide 

aprioristically whether the results generated by a specific analytical proceeding are 

relevant h m  the esthesic or poietic point of view." 

In other words, Nattiez accepts music as music fkst and, like W i l W  Mellers, 

considers it autonomous to a certain extent. By not assuming a priori televance over the 

poietic and esthestic elements, the music c m  k decollstnicted if the analyst chooses, and 

then the affective nature or musical inherence of meaning can be subscribed or 

unsubscribed to the other Levels. The generally accepted schema of the transmission or 

communication of meaning is as f o l ~ o w s : ~  

"Producer" -, Trace + Receiver 

'' Ibid. 
92 For a fbll expianation of the tripartite analyticai system sec Natîiez' W i c  and Discourse: Towurd a 
Semiotics ofhfhic, trans. by Camlyn Abbatt (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1990). The itaiicizcd 
tcrms arc Nattiez' and as a result, the spelling is his. 
93 ~ a t t i c ~  13. 
94 Md, 16-17. 



For this traditional schema the following diagram should be substinited: 

"hducei '  -, Trace c- Receiver 

The traclitionai tbinking i m p k  that affect and meaning are created by the 4'producef' 

which is transferred to the musical object and, by v h e  of listening or performance, in 

tum, to the receiver. Nattiez, on the other hand, sees the "ptoducer" and receiver both 

contributing to the affect and meaning of the musical objectgS 

Condusion 

Music, then, can have inherent characteristics thaî contribute to meaning, but 

those charanaistics are infiuenced by both the creator and the receptor. In =me cases, 

the rneaning is veiled under musical elements or concealed within the text, but 

nonetheless, when the receptor or audience is thrown into the mUr, those elements that 

were assumeci to be loaded with meaning could sppepr nondescript or jump to the fore 

depending on the receptor's response. 

The varying methods of analysis present a musicological conundnun that leaves 

many anaiysts wondering in which direction to nini. Indeed, popular music analysis 

seems, at face value, a more daunting task than anaiysing a Beethoven piano sonata At 

least with Beethoven, the music CM be exploreci autonomously, culture notwithstanding. 

Popular music exists in whatever form the analyst chooses to examine: as a hit single, a 

componcnt of an dbum, a video, a representation of ds t i c  creativity, cultural rnarker, 

adveitising jingle, film soundtrack, p c ~ o n a l  mantra, and pure enjoyment. 



CONCLUSION 

Listening to music, like understanding language, is not a passive activity but an 

everyday act of creative imriginrition so cornmonplace that its mechenism is taken for 

grantede' Meaning is the consiructive assignment of a web of interpretants to a particular 

form, and there is no guarantee that the webs of interpretants will be the same for each 

and every pason involveci in the listening process? Together these two concepts 

comprise the human elements that constitute the analytical process. For musicologists and 

theorists, listening to music is a necessary action that is undertaken to discover "musical" 

elements that contribute to affect and meaning. An understanding of harmony, by 

traditional musicological means or some otha way, is r e q d  and applied to the 

idonnation gathmd by listening. Because of popular music's unique existence, meanhg 

is found in many disparate areas ranging h m  the socio-cultural to the purely hannonic, 

and at hem hem is the question of aesthetics. 

There is =me belief that analysis cannot or does not appeal to the aesthetics of 

the musical object. hdeed, is it the tapk of the musicologist to impart value, in an 

aesthetic sense, dong with affect and meaning? The original masters of analysis left no 

doubt for them that analysis was an essential adjunct to a fully articulated aesthetic value 

system.' Joseph Kerman's well-lcnown essay on clessicai music malysis, "How We Got 

into Analysis? and How to Get Out," is at heart an objection to musical-discursive 

inequaiity. Kaman's cnticism of theory and analysis' fàilure to codkont the work of art 

in its proper aesthetic terxns and its failure to open access between the artist and the 

1 Charles Rosen, TIse Romantic Generation (Cambridge, Mas.  : Harvard University Ress, 1 995): 1 . ' Jcui-Jacques Nattiez, M O c  a d  Discourse: Towad a Sèmiotics of Music, trans. by Carloyn Abbate 
@rhaton: Princeton Univmity Press, 1 !WO): 1 1. 



audience, charges a misguided effort to achieve the objective status and, hence, the 

authority of s c i d f i c  inquiry! New analyses, in Kerman's view, are conducted et 

different levels of sophistication and insight, and while they corne up with k i n a t i n g  and 

undoubtedly relevant data, one always has a sinking feeling that somahing is missing.' 

Accompanying aesthetical value is the notion of context. Kcrman urges musicologists to 

consider the fluid mode1 of culture and music's relation to the socio-cultural matrixO6 

Can aesthetics be revealed by analysis? If Kerman's assertion that the analyticd 

discipline is a "misguided effon to achieve the authority of scientific inquj." is to be 

believed, then formalist methodologies, like reductive analysis, can do nothing but isolate 

the music into a structural and hierarchical h e w o r k  devoid of aesthetical value. Frith 

notes: ''High art critics o h  write as if their terms of evaluation were purely aesthetic, 

but mass culture critics can't escape the fàct that the bases for culnital evaluation are 

always social: and what is at issue is the effect of a cultural product."' If aesthetics is not 

revealed by analysis, nonetheless analysis equals criticism which e q d s  aesthetics. And 

the effect of a cultural product, the sociologist's point of departurc, is intertwined in the 

unwitting aestheticism of the analytical methodology. For inasmuch as popular music is 

inextncably linked to that of aesthetics, the musicological analyses of poprock subjects 

unveil value, either musical or cultural. The value of popular music has always been, 

however, the anachaistic belief that music is somehow the product of personal sincerity 

' Joseph Kerman, "How We Got into Analysis. and How to G a  Out," in Wriie Al1 These Dmvn: Essuys on 
W i c  (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of Califomïa Press, 1994): 14. 
' Ibid., 13-14. 
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Press, 1985): 171. 
' Simon Frith, Sovnd E$ects: Youth, C u I m ,  a d  the Politics of R d  (London: Constable and Company, 
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rather than industry acumen, or some altmistic creative vision inoteed of sales and chart 

 position^.^ 

Peter Wicke locates the d e t i c s  of popular music on different assumptions than 

those that are seen as permissible in the traditional view of art. The a h  of popular music, 

and rock in piirticular, was h the start directed not at the experimce of individuality 

but at the experience of collectivity? Despite the ability of the listener to assume an 

intimate dationship with the music, the persona1 experience is connected to the 

collective by an aesthetical choice made by thousands of people toward the same musical 

object. In other words, collective aestheticism in the form of marketing and demographics 

dictates the choices and rejectiom of the mass culture. 

The antagob  between individual aesthetics end collective aesthetics leaves 

many mdysts scratchhg their heads. The naaual assumption that mass sales reflect 

value, or at the very least the collective aesthetics of "low art," corrals those musical 

subjects that speak an unspoken meaning, and thup because of a value judgment that is in 

d i t  opposition to the aesthetics of the masses. Yet aesthetic value is placed on the 

object when it is avoided because of its mass appeal. Inasmuch as the music of the 

Monkees, the Partridge Farnily, and other so-called bubblegum acts is dismissed by virtue 

of the lack of aesthetic value on any fiont other than that of easy-to-digest popular music, 

the current flock of teen-pop stars reflect a bias that locates aesthetics back in the late 

1960s. Britney Spears, the Backstreet Boys, and 'NSync are the current "bubblegum" 

acts that receive constant accolades and derision at the same time h m  fans and critics. 

Nicolas Cook, Music: A Ves, Short InfrOLhlCtion (Oxford: Oxforâ University Press, 1998): 9. 
Peter Wicke, "Rock Music: A Musical-Aesthetic Siudy," in Poplur Mwic 2: Tneory und Met-, cd. by 

Richard Middlcton and David Hom (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982): 228. 



A lack of substance is the most fiequent dticism hurled at contemporary teen 

acts. Manufactureâ "mass-teria," a socio-cdnval element of popular music that began 

with the Beatles, and continues with each new "big thing," puts popular music and 

analysis in a precarious position. The fickleness of the audience, largely rdective of the 

amount of hype involved, determines h t  the hn base never mains  static. The public's 

taste regularly shifts h m  one artist to anothér and leaphgs genres as well. The popular 

music marketplace appears to be shiffing toward some homogeneous spot where success 

is ratcd and granteci based on the arnount of time a record can maintain its Top Ten status. 

The record industry builds in competition by continuously offering up new 

choies, new artists, end new genres that only can serve to compte with previous 

releascs. A unifonnity of hype surrounds the release of an album that is, in the min& of 

the record Company, speaking to its demographic which guarantees a retuni on the 

investment. Popular music is an organic entity that constantly evolves depending on the 

collective taste of the audience. The market is steered toward those artists that are seen as 

worthy of the attention, the individuality of "my music" king clouded wittiin the 

collectivity of "their music." 

Popular music analysis cannot be defined by one particular discipline or approach. 

The process of analysis is like a wheel. The musical object is the hub with the various 

methods of analysis radiating outward like spokes, affect and meaning wnjoining with 

response circling the hub assuming the destination point for al1 the methods: (Fig. 4.1) 



Fig. 4.1 : Analysis wheel 

Noticeably absent h m  the analysis wheel p d g m  is the composer, which couid also 

include producer and musician. The ceneality of the musical object ties the 

composer/pmducer/musician to the creation in a fhgmented manner, for there is no final 

definitive rendition of the music wtil it has been manufactured. The musical object is 

organic, growing h m  the genesis of the songwriter through the modifications of the 

producer culminating with the performance of the musician, the sum of the parts k ing  

pa t e r .  This supposes music as music with composition linked to end result, in this way, 

intent and meaning becorne twin sons of different mothers. 

The eesthetics of popular music detennines its use in society, while the academic 

community -es with ideologies. nie music's primary existence as entertainment 

flies in the face of traditional musicology. Classical music is, or was, never designated 

purely as e n t e d e n t ,  the possible exception king opera, and if it shouid be, it is 

dismisscd outright. Conversely, popular music's refiective moniker suggests that the 

music is somehow comected to a collective minciset that deems it popular. This label 

d e l i e s  the music of mass culture b m  that of high culture, but by no means does it 



dirninish the value or importance of the music. On the other had,  the hypocrisy of 

criticism h m  the high-art community derides the successfbl poprock artist based solely 

on the success of the music, whiie at the same time they look on with envy and wish for a 

piece of the collective aesthetical pie. 

Mer careftl consideration of al1 methods of popuiar music d y s i s ,  it is clear 

that the fluidity of the adyticai  process is indeed reflective of the organic and malleable 

natwe of the music. At the onset of musicological popular music study, the chameleon- 

like existence of the music presented anaiytical possibilities that were not initially 

realized. MeIlers studied the music in a way he thought was effective, and that was to 

treat the music as music, deferring sociological analysis to its own domain. As the 

various disciplines laid daim to the field, popuiar music analyses grew txponentidly 

almg with the genre itself. The ever-presence of the music dictateci analysis on its own 

merit. The music became cornmoditized to an extent thaî its mediation was redized by 

different modes of transmission and at the sarne tirne, analytical methodologies. Suddenly 

affect and meaning came fiom 0 t h  sources, but it was always the music speakùig. 

The prognosis for popular music analysis is good. There are now journals devoted 

to the discipline sucb as PopZar Mtlsic andSociety and the International Association for 

the Study of Popular Music provides a venue for popular music scholars worldwide. 

Nevertheiess, debate stili rages over the usefùlness of musicological and theoretical 

methods like reductive analysis, but the streams are slowly converging. Musicological 

analyses are more cognismt of mcio-cultural aspects and now they resemble 

ethnomusicological studies more than anything else. Socio-culturai analyses stili lack the 

musical vocabulary to explain specific musical elements, but unless music theory is 



known, îhese elernents will always be avoided. The major consequence of popular music 

analysis is the valiàation of the music and artists. As was previously noted, an assumed 

value is placed on the musical object merely by analysis. The musical, historical, and 

cultural importance-of many artists has + intimate$ argue& and prove through 

enalysis of their music in particular, and in the. genre of popuiar music at large. 

Popuiar music anaiysis, in ail its fomis, provides insight and understanding into 

the cultural phenornenon that is the object of study. It should be remembered, however, 

that the object is a musical one, and its use, discursive nature, and characteristics are the 

basis for any kind of analytical focus. Music lives with everyone and has that ephemeral 

power to evoke emotive, physical, and hîellectual responses. It is fiacely personal and 

privaîe, it elicits responses based on value judgrnent, and it operates on a collective level 

that unifies the audience and the artist. 



GLOSSARY 

A recordhg or signal processing device that does not rely on digital 
information. Recording studios thaî use tape to record are known as analog 
studios. Conversely, a studio employing digital methods would be a digitai 
studio. 

Attificial 
Harmonies: On the guitar or other string4 instrument, the fkt  hand fingers the note 

and the pick hand plucks the string at a desired interval with the index 
fkger of the pick hand lightly touchhg the seing producing the harmonie. 

Bend: Eiectric guitar technique in which a note on a string is bent up usually a 
half or whole step, sometirnes with. Bends can be single note, double-stop 
or two notes, and triple-stop or three notes. 

Bottleneck: See slide. 

Chart: A transcribed score or hit parade kt, ie: BiIIbmrd Top 100. 

Delay: An artificial echo device either analog tape or digital. Creates an echo 
effect tbat can be altered by the user. 

Digital: Information codeci for computing devices or sound processing unit.. 

Distortion: See Overdrive. 

Fill: A s d l  motive that "fills" the space after a vocal line or at a cadential 
point. C m  be used synonymously with lick. 

Hammer-on: On the guitar, sounding a note and then sounding a higher note by fktting 
it without picking. 

Kick dnun: The bass d m  of a eap or drum set. Played by stepping on a pedal 
connecteci to a mallet that impacts the drum head. 

Les Paul: Both a guitar and guitarist. Les Paul inventeci the guitar of the same 
name and it is manufactured by Gibson. The Les Paul is a solid body, 
single cut-away, dual pickup design that is popular with rock, blues, and 
some country musicians. Guitarists of note that play a Les Paul: Duane 
Allman, Peter Frampton, and Slash. 

Lick: A short melodic motive usually comprised two or more notes and 
generally played after a vocal phrase or at a structural point such as a 
cadence. Can be used synonyrnously with fill. 



Overdrive: 

Palm mute: 

Pass: 

Pick slide: 

Pickup: 

Session: 

Slide: 

The distorted sound that is created when an amplifier is overloaded by 
signal. A desired sound, overdrive can be created by a signai processing 
device or overdrive pedal. 

On the guitar, the note or chord is dampened by the pick hand lightly 
touching the strings just before the bridge. 

See take. 

On the guitar, running the edge of the pick or plectnun down the lowest 
string creaîing a rasping d. 

An electromagnetic device that is situated under the strings of an electric 
guitar. The disturbance of the electromagnetic field smunding the strings 
is translateci into sound waves by the amplifier. Pickups are available as 
single coil or humbucking. Becausc of the electromagnaic pmperties of 
pichips, they are subject to interfmce h m  outside electrical sources 
like fluorescent lights and as a result, single coil pickups have a tendency 
to "buzz." The humbucking pickup was devcloped to mask the 
interference. 

On the guitar, both fingers are initially placed on the notes to be somdd. 
The higher note is stmck then the lower note is sounded by pulling the 
finger off the higher note. 

A musical motive that identifies the song. Longer than a lick, nffs are 
usually îhe instrumental hwk of a particdar song. The guitar 
introductions to "Smoke on the Watcr," and "Satisfaction" are riffs. 

The recording of a song or album. 

On the guitar, a note is sounded and the finger slides up or down to the 
next desireâ note. As well, a circular piece of glas or metal placed on one 
finger of the fketting hand and slid across the strings to produce the notes, 
also called 'bbottieneck," because e d y  slide guitarists used the neck of a 
wine bottle cut to size for a slide. 

Electric guitar mode1 designed and man&tui.ed by Le0 Fender. The 
"Strat" is a solid M y ,  double-cut away, three pickup design that is 
extremely popular with a large percentage of r d ,  blues, and country 
musicians. Guitarists of note that play StratOC8SferS: Eric Clapton, Jimi 
Hendrix, Jeff Beck, and Keith Richards. 



Take: 

Telecaster: 

Tremolo bar: 

Wah-wah: 

A recordïing event. A take can be the entire Song, and designated as "Take 
One," or it c m  be improvised solo sections, the mcording of the vocals, 
and other parts. 

Electric guitar mode1 designed and manu- by Leo Fender. The 
"Tele" is a solid body, single cut-away, dual pickup design that is played 
primarily by country and blues musicians. Guitarists of note that play 
Telecasters: James Burton, Steve Cmpper, and Albert King. 

See Whammy bar. 

An electronic tone shaping device in pedal form. The guitarist steps on the 
pedal creating a sweep through the tone spectnim adding additional treble 
or bass depending on the position of the pedal. Famous wah-wah sounds: 
Isaac Hayes' "Theme From Shaft." 

Wharnmy bar: A mechanical device that alters the height of the bridge of an electric 
guitar to change the pitch of the strings for eEéct. Also known as a 
tremolo bar. 
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